CANADIAN SUPERBILT SHUTTERS AND BLINDS
Providing smart motorized Window Coverings from Hunter Douglas, Altex/SunProject
Provider of Hardwood Flooring. Visit our Showroom at 1571 The Queensway, Etobicoke, Ontario

Beautifying homes one window at a time through light control and energy efficiency.

John Persaud, CEO

B: (416) 201-0109 • C: (416) 239 2863 • sales@superbilt.com • www.superbilt.com
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INSURANCE

ICGAA Board
Members &
Volunteers (left
to right): Kim
Correia, Leila
Daljit, Barb
Nandlall, Marilyn
Sukhannandan,
Soorajnie
Jaundoo, Karna
Persaud, & Lalita
Sanicharran.

Seasons’ Greetings
from ICGAA:
We stayed the course!

6640 Finch Ave West

416-825-1219

www.omesh.com

Jamieson

Queen St.

Also offered: *Non Medical & Mortgage
Insurance *No Load Funds *No Penalty RESP
*Critical Illness *Universal Life *Dental &
Drug Plans *Disability. (E&O)
Companies represented: Assumption, Blue
Cross, BMO, Canada, CPP, Empire, Equitable,
Foresters, Industrial Alliance, ivari, Manulife,
RBC, Sunlife.
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Ali’s Roti Shop
1446 Queen St. W.

MONEY FREEDOM INC.

A

By Arti Panday
1970s as one of the thousands of
ulshan and Pyarali Nanji have families of Indian descent exiled from
been donating to hospitals Uganda, the family “pledged if we ever
and community organisations became successful, we will give back to
for more than three decades. Their the country as much as we can,” Nanji
recent donation to Markham Stouffville noted in an interview with Canadian
Hospital Foundation is their most sig- Immigrant.
nificant contribution to the hospital to
In 1991, the family moved to
date.
Ontario, and that is when Pyarali Nanji
“[The Nanji family has] been giving took over as the CEO of a company
to us from almost the very beginning. he renamed Belle-Pak Packaging Inc.
But this is the largest, most substantial The company has since been named
investment they’ve made in us,” said one of Canada’s Top 50 Best Managed
Suzette Strong, CEO of the Markham companies.
Stouffville Hospital Foundation.
“On behalf of the City of Markham,
“Naming our mental health services I would like to thank the Nanji famdoesn’t mean that all of their gift goes to ily for their generosity and commitment to bettering the lives
this. It’s going to have an impact across
the whole hospital,” Strong explained.
of residents in their support
She added: “A large porof MSH,” Markham Mayor
tion of their donation is
Frank Scarpitti said in an
earlier news release.
going to help mental health
services. We’ve got some
“I have had the
key priorities that
privilege of knowing the Nanji
require support right
away, like refurbishfamily, and I am
ing and redesigncontinually thanking our psychiatric
ful for their commitment to service,
emergency services
exceptional characspace.”
Arriving
in
ter and inspiring
Gulshan & Pyarali Nanji
Montreal in the
See Pg 12: MSH

Open 7 Days from 10 am to 10 pm
N

Life & Investment Broker

s 2020 draws to a close, many of us stop and reflect on
what kind of year it has been. It has been a year with its
challenges; however, there have also been many positives,
ICGAA’s co-founder Leila Daljit writes. See story on Page 16.

A gift for Markham hospital

Instant quote online: www.moneyfreedom.ca
1.866.PAULRAM Tel: 416.414.2204

Twitter pix @jeniferRajkumar

www.omesh.com

Paul Ram

Jenifer Rajkumar

Rajkumar’s success
opens the door for
South Asian women

J

enifer Rajkumar, an American
politician, and a civil rights
lawyer, is the New York State
Assembly member-elect for
District 38. She is the first South
Asian woman to be elected to
the New York State Assembly,
breaking through the proverbial
glass ceiling, and opening the
door for women and minorities,
Dhanpaul Narine writes in our
2020 profile.
See story on Page 15

ALI’S ROTI
* Eat In or Take Out * We also Cater

Specialising in West Indian Dishes - Trinidad Style Cooking

Sajad Gulamali

• Auto • Homes/Condo
• Motor Homes • Tenants
•Contractors• General Liability
• Mortgage • Travel • Group
• Term/Whole Life
• Coverage for Uber Driver
• Disability/Critical Illness
• Health/Dental
• Commercial/Business & More
Phone: 416-383-0901
Fax:
416-383-0903
Email: Sajad@pbnet.ca
www.InsurewiseInc.com

1446 Queen St. W. Toronto
(1/2 Block East of Lansdowne,
North side, W. of Dufferin)
Only HALAL Meat Served

Tel: 416-532-7701

Advance Selling System
House matching services
Mass email to prospective Buyers
Targeted Social Media Advertising
3-D virtual tours
Floor plans
Live streaming
Electronic Signature
We take all precautions

$779,900

$699,000

Red Hot & Ripe for a Deal!

A Joy to Live In

Exceptional Bargain. Lovely 4-bedroom home with
3 washrooms. Home is well-kept with a spacious
master bedroom with full ensuite and walk-in closet,
granite counters and stainless steel appliances.
Treat your family to the best!

Exceptional Bargain. Impressive home with 4+2
bedrooms, 5 washrooms, 2 car garage and a
finished basement. Approx. 2,700 s/f of living
space for social distancing. Features include quartz
counters, laminate floors and California shutters.
Make a date!

Pleasure yourself will treasure! Here is an
extensively updated home with 3+2 bedrooms, 4
washrooms, master with full ensuite and double
car garage. Call to see the distinctive difference.

$849,900

S-P-A-C-I-O-U-S

Here is a lovely home that is fully modernised
with quartz counter, LED pot-lights, laminate
floors, front balcony, deck, 4+1 bedrooms, 3
washrooms, double car garage, and a basement
apartment. Includes 2 fridges, 2 stoves, washer,
dryer and built-in dishwasher.

O

Slick as a Whistle!

LD

$699,000

S

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

$439,900
Luxury Condo
Perched on the 23rd floor above the Toronto skyline. You can sit on the open-air balcony enjoying
the breath-taking view, relax in the sauna, or take
a swim in the mini-Olympic pool. This building has
a gym, covered parking with car wash, concierge,
and a business room. Call for more details.

$699,900

Thief Wanted!

It’s a steal at this price! Features 4 bedroom, 3
washrooms, master with full ensuite and walk-in
closet. Impressive home with fireplace, main floor
family room, combined living and dining room
and main floor laundry. Explore the possibilities!

$776,888

$749,900

Roomy & Reasonable!

It’s a wonderful design! Features 4+2 bedrooms,
4 washrooms and a finished basement. This
masterpiece has 3 fireplaces, engineered
hardwood floors, and stainless-steel appliances.
Please hurry because this gem will not last.
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Recommended Highly
A symphony in every room. Impressive home with
4 bedrooms, master with a full ensuite and walk-in
closet. This home is upgraded with hardwood floors
and quartz counter. It’s a buy of a lifetime.
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Post-pandemic plan focuses on immigration

DR. NAR DALJEET
DR. NIKHIL DALJEET

modernised, moving away from its current cumbersome paperBy Fabian Dawson
Canada plans to spend $72.1 million to modernise the appli- based system to a digital platform, said Freeland.
“This modern processing system will contribute to Canada’s
cation processing system for immigrants and future citizens.
It also plans to invest $15 million over the next two years to world-class immigration system through enhanced client serupgrade the Foreign Credential Recognition Program, and help vice, operational efficiency, and program integrity, ensuring a
higher level of service and internal capacity to bring the skills
skilled newcomers get jobs quickly.
The plans aims to make immigration the cornerstone of and talents of new Canadians to our communities,” she said.
The Fall Economic Plan
Canada’s
post-pandemic
statement said attracting talrecovery next year, and was
ented workers from around the
outlined in the Fall Economic
world is an essential part of the
Statement, which was pregovernment’s plan to help supsented by Finance Minister
port the economy’s recovery
Chrystia Freeland earlier this
from the Covid-19 recession.
month.
At the same time, the
It comes in the wake of the
demand for professionals in key
federal government dramatisectors, such as Information
cally increasing its immigraTechnology, is increasing in
tion quotas for the next three
many regions across Canada,
years, which could see more
leading to a situation where
than a million newcomers
there are skilled workers witharrive at Canadian ports of
out quality jobs, and quality
entry.
jobs without skilled workers.
The new immigration levThe Foreign Credential
els are fixed at a rate of about
Recognition Program helps
one percent of the population
address specific barriers faced
of Canada, including 401,000
by skilled newcomers, such
permanent residents in 2021;
as the length and cost of cre411,000 in 2022; and 421,000
dential recognition, and has
in 2023.
Finance Minister Chrystia Freeland
recently expanded its scope to
“Immigrants play an important role in driving Canada’s economic growth, contributing provide direct employment supports.
To scale up and expand existing supports for the labour marto half of the average real GDP growth over 2016-2019,” said
ket integration of skilled newcomers with a focus on in-demand
Freeland when outlining the investments.
“Without immigration, Canada’s population would start to sectors, such as health, IT, and skilled trades, the government
decline in slightly more than a decade and potential growth proposes to invest $15 million in 2021-22 in the Foreign
Credential Recognition Program.
would slow to about one percent per year,” she said.
Up to 15,000 skilled newcomers are expected to benefit from
Delivering on increased immigration levels will require that
the system that supports application processing for immigration this investment.
New Canadian Media
and future citizens – the Global Case Management System – be

Ask us about our:

• Dental Implants (from
start to finish)

• Invisalign (Misaligned
Teeth)
• Snore Guard

DENTAL EMERGENCIES
ALWAYS WELCOME
Servicing our community for over 30 years.

Now two locations to serve you better
2942 Finch Avenue East, Scarborough, Ontario
(At Victoria Park) Village Square Plaza (Ground Floor)

416-492-3077 • www.tddental.ca
Second Office Location:

SmileVille Dental

86 Ringwood Dr, Unit 23, Stouffville, ON L4A 1C3

Tel: 905-640-4600 • www.smilevilledental.ca

Healthcare refugee claimants get IRCC lifeline
Ottawa — Immigration, Refugees and Citizenship Canada
started accepting applications for permanent residence from
refugee claimants who work in Canada’s health-care sector
and provide direct care to patients from December 14. The
announcement was made December 9 by IRCC Minister Marco
E.L. Mendicino in recognition of “the considerable contribution and sacrifice health-care workers have made in Canada
throughout the pandemic”.
This special measure was announced on August 14, 2020.
Since then, two temporary public policies have been developed – one for refugees living in Canada outside Quebec, and
the other for refugee claimants residing in Quebec. Under the
Canada-Quebec Accord, Quebec has sole responsibility for the
selection of economic immigrants and resettled refugees in the
province.
Further to the qualifying criteria announced in August, and
in recognition that there may be refugee claimants who contracted Covid-19, and subsequently passed away, spouses and
common-law partners of these individuals who are in Canada
and arrived before August 14, 2020, may also be granted permanent residence under this public policy.
In addition, an IRCC release states that “applicants’ internship experience (both paid and unpaid) will be considered, as
long as it is an essential part of a post-secondary study program

or vocational training program in one of the designated occupations. An internship performed as part of a professional order
requirement in one of the designated occupations will also be
considered.”
To apply, applicants residing across Canada (outside Quebec)
must submit an application for permanent residence to IRCC.
The department will assess eligibility, and ensure that admissibility requirements are met. Applicants may then be granted
permanent residence.
Applicants residing in Quebec must first submit an application for permanent residence to IRCC. Once IRCC has
determined they meet the requirements, the Ministère de
l’Immigration, de la Francisation et de l’Intégration du Québec
will validate whether the applicants meet the requirements
under the Special program for asylum seekers during the
Covid-19 period, and will issue a Quebec Selection Certificate.
Permanent residence will be granted to applicants once all eligibility requirements are met.
The release informs that applications will be accepted from
December 14, 2020, until August 31, 2021. In-Canada family members of the principal applicant can be included on the
application. All applicants will be required to meet existing
admissibility requirements, including those related to criminality, security, and health.

Toronto – The Ontario government has announced a temporary waiver of some driver’s licence renewal requirements
with the result that all Class G and M drivers can now renew
their licences online at ServiceOntario.ca. These changes will
also extend to people travelling outside Ontario for essential
purposes.
“The unfortunate reality is that the Covid-19 pandemic has
made routine tasks more challenging, including renewing a
driver's licence. That is why we are temporarily waiving certain driver’s licence renewal requirements to make it easier for
people to renew their driver's licences online at ServiceOntario.
ca,” said Caroline Mulroney, Minister of Transportation.
From December 9, senior drivers aged 80 and above may
now renew their driver’s licences without completing a Group
Education Session. In addition, drivers who would normally
be required to visit a ServiceOntario centre to update their
driver’s licence photo may now renew online using their current driver’s licence photo. These changes mean that all Class G
and M drivers are now eligible to renew their licences online at
ServiceOntario.ca.

Ontario has temporarily extended the validity of driver,
vehicle and carrier products that would have expired on or
after March 1, 2020 until further notice, but the government is
strongly encouraging everyone to renew their driver’s licence
and licence plate stickers, especially those who need to travel
outside Ontario this winter for essential purposes. Ontarians are
reminded that they can renew their driver’s licence and licence
plate stickers online at ServiceOntario.ca and have their products mailed directly to them.
For those who choose to renew their licence in person,
appointments can be booked online in advance for services at
43 Service Ontario centres listed at Ontario.ca/Appointment.
ServiceOntario is discouraging everyone from visiting their
offices unless it is absolutely necessary.
Some locations are closed while others are operating with
reduced hours. The website requires that transactions be completed online where possible, and advises those who are sick or
have been exposed to COVID-19 to stay at home.
“If you must visit a ServiceOntario centre, follow physical
distancing rules and wear a face covering,” the website urges.

Ontario govt urges online driver’s licence renewals
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VEDIC BOOKS
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Complete set of the Vedas
The Upanishads
Bhagavad Gita
Ramayan
Philosophy of Vedas
Vedic Thoughts
Vedic Vision - Sanskar Vidhi
Quest - The Vedic Answers
Vedic Marriage Ceremony
Introduction to the Commentary
on the Vedas
• Life & Teachings of Swami Dayanand
• Light of Truth
• Wisdom of the Rishies
• Gems of Vedic Wisdom
• Anand Gayatri Katha
• Daily Prayer
• Vedic Philosophy
• Whose Wealth?
• Mahabharata
... and many more

Call AVM Bookstore
416-805-2685 or 905-824-2685
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DESIGN YOUR FUTURE
Experienced Family and Real Estate Lawyers

We extend Best Wishes for the Holiday
Season & a Peaceful & Prosperous 2021
to all our Clients, Families, & Friends

• Custom Homes
• Home Remodeling
• OBC Building Permits

Tel: (416) 234-1446 • Fax: (416) 234-0154
8 Beamish Drive, Toronto, ON M9B 3P3 (Near Kipling Subway Station)
www.kissoonlaw.ca • dkissoon@bellnet.ca

RESHMA AUDHO
PHOTOGRAPHER

BUILDING PERMIT DRAWINGS – FAST AND AFFORDABLE

www.wall-sections.com

Fully Licensed & Insured Designers
In The Province Of Ontario

Tel: 647-237-9816

email: rdaudho@hotmail.com
www.tintaleephotography.com

Give us a call today!
Tel: 647.818.4028
Email: allan@wall-sections.com

/tintaleephotography

INST

@tintaleephotography

Your community facility owned and operated
by Kamal Bhardwaj, Ontario Licenced South
Asian Funeral Director. We are professional,
respectful and caring.

Tel: 647-547-8188

info@lotusfuneralandcremation.com
www.lotusfuneralandcremation.com

Seating capacity for 500. Adaptable rooms for smaller
funerals. Can accommodate larger gatherings.
121 City View Drive, Toronto, Ontario M9W 5A8

Conveniently located to serve Toronto and areas west of the City
including Etobicoke, Brampton, Bramalea and Mississauga.
Cremations are done on the premises without leaving the
building. Large gatherings can view start of cremations.
Media available to broadcast proceedings.
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Pre-arrangement plans available. Free executor
support for Canada Pension Plan and Survivor
Benefits. In-home services offered if desired.
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Editorial

‘Do the right thing’

I

t was a plea that resonated around the world earlier
this month, the moment empathetic as it was stark,
when Premier Brian Pallister appealed to Manitobans
to follow health guidelines to stay safe, and plan for a small
Christmas.
Said an emotional Pallister as he invoked the infamous
Grinch: “I’m the guy who’s stealing Christmas to keep you
safe... Now you need to do the right thing, because next
year we’ll have lots to celebrate, and we’ll celebrate this
year if we do the right thing this year.”
Pallister’s bitter medicine in his message of caution, his
plea a mix of regret and genuine love for humanity, was
heard globally via traditional and social media. Unfiltered
and poignant, its inherent message was undeniable that we
are our own keeper, even as we are connected to, and responsible, for others.
Self-care and empathy for others are among the more
emergent and positive motifs in what has been a difficult
2020 for our world; and while many of us have responded
by rising up to the unprecedented challenges, sadly, there
are notable, troubling lacunae in others.
Yet there is no denying that the dark side of the force
remains a prevalent theme that will continue into 2021: so
far, and counting, there have been more than 1.6 million
tragic deaths worldwide due to the Covid-19 pandemic; 72
million infections have been similarly recorded. However,
the good news is close to 50 million persons have recovered; and it gets even better, the moment being celebratory
and one for quiet optimism, when the Covid-19 vaccine
was rolled out on a global scale last week.
But it has been a year of mostly dark clouds, with occasional breaks in the cover when brief, healing light came
through. On the ground, coronavirus surges continue to
make inexorable approaches, and like the incoming tide,
cannot be held back.
So far, the first and second waves have left in its wake
not only 1.6 million tragic deaths, but have also impacted
deeply into our social and economic lives through global
unemployment and forced self-isolation; it has thrown
economies into downward spirals, overwhelmed health
care facilities, and in some cases, has morbidly pushed
morgue and funeral infrastructure past its capacity to contain voluminous numbers of the deceased.
Meanwhile, we have also been enduring a parallel and
noisome political epidemic. To speak truth to power, it is
only with dismay that the rest of the world can look on as
dystopia grips the US, a nation that is leading the world in
life-and-death struggles with the unrelenting coronavirus
visitation. Once upon a time the US was a bastion of global
democracy; it was looked upon as a nation that would do
the right thing. Instead, today it is a house divided, its incumbent leadership self-centred, unempathetic, craving
legitimately lost power, even as the pandemic rages.
Even as we note Covid-19’s fallout will take years before
full global recuperation, at the same time we acknowledge
the deeper pathology of virulent social decay afflicting the
US. It appears hostility, conflict, and divisiveness, which
have burned underground since its Civil War in 1865,
have today been re-ignited by despots intent on fanning
the flames of racism, and civil unrest and disobedience.
It does not bode well for the rest of the world that the
incumbent US administration refuses to do the right thing
and maintain its global image as an exemplar upholding
the unassailability of legitimately conducted elections.
It is also shameful that following the presidential elections on November 3, and repeated verified vote counts,
Donald Trump is refusing to concede to his landslide electoral loss, and is attempting to overturn validated results.
Closer to home, we too are not immune from autocracy. Similarly shameful was the now-deposed APNU+AFC
refusing to concede following its March 2 general elections
loss in Guyana. Also, our hearts go out to Trinidad and
Tobago nationals stranded abroad, whose government refuses to lift the border lockdown so they can return home.
It can only get better next year; let Premier Pallister’s
message touch our hearts: we have to do the right thing.
INDO CARIBBEAN WORLD

Views expressed are not necessarily those of this publication.
Letters to be published will be edited where necessary.
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Biden-Harris transition

n December 12, 2020, the Electoral College voted to
ratify the US elections. This should have been a formality, but Trump has dragged so many red herrings
in the way, that caution was advised. The results go to Congress
for final ruling on January 6, 2021. Only then will we be assured
of the next Presidency.
Trump is still up to mischief, lying and pouting. Lying is so natural to him that he mechanically lies to himself. Weeks ago, he said that he
would accept the loss if the Electoral College
declares it. I didn’t believe him, but am prepared
to accept as a first. So I wait.
Instead of accepting his loss promptly, as previous candidates
did, Trump got a compliant Texas Attorney General, joined
by the AGs of 26 states and 126 congressmen, to request that
the Supreme Court reject millions of votes for Biden in swing
States! Were those congressmen blind, or just bullied? The case
lacked merit; of the seven points supporting it, six were obvious
lies, and the seventh half a lie!
That the US could have such people in governance, tells of
how low it has fallen in morals and ethics, and how dystopian it
has become. How can they live with themselves, see their faces
in the mirror, face their children? Is there no low to which they
cannot sink? The Challenger Deep seems but a scratch on the
earth to them.
Meanwhile President-elect Joe Biden and Vice Presidentelect Kamala Harris have continued to build a team to tackle
the nation’s problems. So far, they have nominated the following Secretaries: Tom Vilsack, Agriculture; Lloyd Austin,
Defence; Xavier Becerra, Health and Human Services; Alejandro
Mayorkas, Homeland Security; Marcia Fudge, Housing and
Urban Development; Denis McDonough, Veterans Affairs;
Anthony Blinken, State; Janet Yellen, Treasury; and Jennifer
Psaki, White House Press. The AG, CIA, Commerce, Education,
Energy, Environmental Protection Agency, Interior, Labour, and
Small Business portfolios remain unfilled.
The Surgeon General will be Vivek Murthy; Chief Medical
Adviser on Covid-19, Dr Anthony Fauci; White House Domestic
Policy Council Director, Susan Rice; Centers for Disease Control
and Prevention Director, Rochelle Walensky; Coordinator of the
Covid-19 Response and Counsellor to the President, Jeff Zients;
US Trade Representative, Katherine Tai; the top White House
economic adviser will be Brian Deese, with Cecilia Rouse as
Chair of the Council of Economic Advisers. Others are Avril

Haines, National Intelligence Director; Neera Tanden, Office
of Management and Budget; Jake Sullivan, National Security
Adviser; John Kerry, Special Envoy for Climate; Linda ThomasGreenfield, UN Ambassador; Kate Bedingfield, Communications.
Eleven of those chosen so far including Ron Klain and
Murthy, have served in the Obama administration, and therefore know the President-elect. The
Mohan
vacancies leave room for “progressives”, conspicuRagbeer ously absent, yet a large part of the Biden-Harris
support. No revolving door candidate is obvious, unless the appointment of ex-General Lloyd
Austin — a director of Raytheon, a Defence contractor — as
Defense Secretary, qualifies; it, however, breaches the principle
of Civilian oversight and headship of Defence, and Congress’
policy of a seven-year gap between active military service and a
role in government.
Civilian oversight of the military was created in 1947 when
the US was swamped with chest-thumping WWII military graduates, one, MacArthur strutting the Pacific, itching to A-bomb
North Korea, and ready to break from Truman’s restraint, until
fired. Generals George Marshall (State Dept.), James Mattis
Defence), and Colin Powell (State), were the last ones appointed
to a government post; Marshall was chosen for his non-military
attributes and skills; as junior to MacArthur and to many other
active generals, he was expected to be deferential to them.
The neutrality of the military is a pillar of the American
democracy. The last thing anyone wants is to politicise its leadership — the generals, admirals, commanders, and so on. Who
will trust the advice/decision of a Secretary of Defence who is a
partisan militant or munitions manufacturer?
It’s as touchy as the situation today with the Supreme Court
justices; so far they have put integrity above loyalty, which
Trump had hoped to favour him during his last weeks of legal
manoeuvrings.
It might be tough for Biden to cancel the nomination, which
Congress could decline. I can’t see them approving such a
controversial appointment; Austin also serves on the Boards of
Nocor, a steel and scrap business, and Tenet Healthcare, a huge
for-profit company, which has been involved in sharp practice
in the last decades, paying out mega-millions to settle suits.
Biden shouldn’t want to be yoked to a millstone, no matter how
explosively brilliant excellent the man. Surely there are civilians
with a record unsullied enough to head Defence, especially sensitive at this troubled time.

Despite Covid-19, Sammy is still optimistic

I

t had a time when Sammy was a picture of the positive; the
glass half-full, not half-empty – that is, unless it was a small
shot-glass, and rum flowing. I remember since we small
back home, Sammy was an optimist. He making lemonade from
the lemons life pelt at him, like taking mash-up brown shop
paper and making kite.
But 2020 change-up everything; these days
Samwise cogitating how this Covid-19 pandemic
Romeo
bring sea-change all over the place. It hit Samzee
Kaseram
hard when the Trinidad government lock down
the airport so tight not even a Jack Spaniard could
land. Now he sour worse than lemon; he have to
wear a mask; and worse, tote around a bottle of hand-sanitiser –
he come like old-maid Auntie Laila, who always had a bottle of
smelling salts, plus a Vicks inhaler tube, inside her purse.
So, it understandable why Sammy get depressed over this
Covid-19 business – how it come and sideline everything.
Nowadays Samster muttering constantly: “Look how this coronavirus come uninvited, and start to parang by people gate”.
Yes, Two-Step Sam vex he not getting to mash the ground
back home for Christmas 2020 in his tall white socks and brown
leather sandals. No red sorrel with ginger to drink; no pastelle
to peel out the banana leaves wrapping to get down to the sweet
cornmeal inside; no shoulder ham boiling in a pitch-oil tin in
the backyard on a fireside make from three house bricks and
burning dry branch from the mango tree next door.
Sammy reach Toronto-side donkey years now, and until
2020, he never miss a year going back home for the Christmas.
Whole year Sammy planning for the trip, saving every cent
from his pocket change, a loonie here, a shilling and a bob
there. Twinkle, twinkle; not little star, how I wonder what you
are – instead, it was bright-new toonies twinkling, bouncing on
the bottom of Sammy’s Milo tin; it was his collection plate for
back-home spending during the Christmas visit.
It was an extra-large size Milo pan that Samwah buy – the
one with the wide, round mouth and the lift-off white plastic
lid. Day and night Sammy spare change landing on the bottom of the tin: clink, clank, soon in the bank; until April reach,
when the sound turn to tock-tock, just like the wood instrument
knocking out the beat for the parang sides back home.
Now when two coins fall, it going tock-tock, and Two-Step
Sam putting down his fancy two-step dance each time. He toss
the head back and put his hands on his meagre waist like a flamenco dancer, take two steps back, sidestep two, and reach back

where he started to finish the box-step. It was if the parranderos
back home already reach by his mother’s front gate, cuatro playing, guitar strumming, the maracas going chic-chic, chic-chic,
and the ladies long red skirts flowing as if the tide rising in the
Caribbean Sea. Tock-tock, two toonies in the tin; tock-tock,
wood-knock-wood, the beat carrying true inside Sammy head.
“Baila! Baila!” Sammy-boy bawling-out inside
the people apartment, forgetting the walls make
out of paper-thin gypsum.
Come August and Sammy Milo pan half-full;
by November it could barely move with a shove
from the pinkie-finger. This is how Sammy is a
positive thinker: in August the Milo pan was not half-empty,
but half-full; it meant Christmas right round the corner, even
though it was August, and everybody hot, hot, hot, and liming
on the Lakeshore waiting to jump-up in a Caribana band.
But even while he on Lakeshore, bands passing and steelpan
beating sweet, Sammy eyes turn inwards. He seeing himself in
Pearson, and is not pan he hearing, but aircraft engines warming up. Sammy holding a snocone, but the cold he feeling coming from snowdrifts outside the glass windows.
It used to be that come hell in Helsinki, or high water in High
Park, Sammy was the first man in the lineup by the Caribbean
Airlines counter as soon as December land. Too excited to
sit still, Sammy hand shaking as if he cooling down the Tim
Horton’s triple-triple; and on top of that, he tense like an arrow
in a bow, as if he turn Usain Bolt and crouching like a cheetah
in the starting blocks.
But not this year; this pandemic come and change up all the
plans of mice and men and dog and cat; even a big, hard-back
man State-side refusing to accept what the tea-leaves read.
Right now, the Milo pan dress to the nines, brimming with
coin, but like Samster, it going nowhere. Samwise shuffling
down Jane Street, kicking away pieces of ice that break-off from
mother-lode icicles, wondering how to repurpose his anguish
that this going to be a Christmas like none before.
Things bad when Samsonite say he missing “The Old Hen”
harassing him as soon as he mash Trinidad: “You can’t find a
nice madam and settle down, Samuel? One year you can’t come
visit your mother with a madam holding a grandchild in each
hand, she belly big with another on the way?”
“Look, this Covid-19 pandemic telling me I better settle
down,” Sammy mutter behind the mask, his heart heavier than
the Milo pan. That’s the Samwise I know – always the optimist.
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Gender equality needed to advance Guyana’s development
Dear Editor,
In Guyana, the people most negatively affected by corruption
are women and men who are workers, farmers, small business
people, and the poor. Therefore, women and men, from the
grassroots, have to take the lead as corruption hunters and
resisters at the national, regional, and local levels.
But to successfully prevent and minimise corruption, there
has to be gender equality, that is, the full and equal participation
of women in the public and private sectors.
When an equal number of women are in
decision-making positions in politics, there
are meaningful changes for everyone and less
corruption.
The eight top least corrupt countries in the
world, Austria, Denmark, Finland, Germany,
Iceland, New Zealand, Norway and Switzerland,
have a female President or Prime Minister,
at least 40 percent female Cabinet Ministers
and at least 38 percent female Members of
Parliament.
Two other least corrupt countries, Belgium
and Sweden, do not have a Prime Minister
or President, but there are at least 50 percent
female Cabinet Ministers, and at least 41 perUchenna
cent female Members of Parliament.
However, there are exceptions. Three of the most corrupt
countries (Bangladesh, Myanmar, and Togo) are led by women,
but they have a low representation of women in their Cabinets
and Parliaments.
Therefore, to advance human development in Guyana, there
must be gender equality in politics. There has to be at least a
female President or Prime Minister, and at least 50 percent of
elected representatives in the Cabinet, Parliament, Regional
Democratic Councils, Town Councils, and Neighbourhood
Democratic Councils must be female.
But to elect more women to positions of power will not
be sufficient to minimise corruption. Both female and male
representatives have to be directly linked and accountable to
grassroots communities.
In many countries, the United Nations Development
Programme is supporting the empowerment of grassroots
women’s groups to fight daily against corrupt activities by public

officials and politicians who demand bribes and sexual favours deprive them of their lands.
In Guatemala, whistleblower Judge Claudia Escobar of the
in the following areas: police, health, electricity, water, housing,
documentation (travel documents and birth, death and mar- Court of Appeal exposed grand corruption involving illegal
riage certificates), jobs, permits for micro and small businesses interference in the judiciary by the Vice-President of the country and the former President of the Congress.
and land transactions.
In Spain, Ana Maria Garrido Ramos, a local government
These campaigns are led by outstanding women, who are
employee in Madrid, exposed corruption that involved bribes
exposing a wide range of grand and petty corrupt activities.
In India, in the state of Assam, Monika Singh is leading for government contracts and an illegal slush fund for the
a grassroots women’s group to end the high rate of maternal People’s Party. The PP’s Treasurer was jailed for 29 years and
fined (US) $51 million. The key businessdeaths by stopping the payment
man who organised the illegal activity was
of bribes when poor pregnant
jailed for 51 years.
women try to access medical serIn the US, Congresswoman Alexandria
vices.
Ocasio-Cortez is exposing corruption in
In Bangalore, women like
political financing.
Sangeetha Purushothaman, Tara
Based on my work experience in Canada
Tobin, Shruthi Vissa, and Priya
and Guyana, I enjoyed learning from women
Pillai lead the Best Practices
leaders and colleagues who were great comFoundation that fights against
municators, effective builders of teams, sucthe misuse of power by local officessful problem-solvers, and consistent procials in poor and marginalised
moters of gender and ethnic equality.
communities.
Regardless of my responsibilities in those
In the state of Gujarat, a wominstitutions, I always successfully resisted
en’s group successfully democraany attempts by higher authorities to distised local council elections by
Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez
Gibson
miss female professionals.
ensuring the full and equal parTwo of the most outstanding professionals I worked with for
ticipation of women voters and the election of women.
In Africa, Dr Ngozi Okronjo Iweala, world renowned econo- ten years at the Guyana Office for Investment (GO-Invest) were
mist and former Finance Minister of Nigeria, oversaw the fol- Senior Investment Officer Janet Kissoon, and Senior Export
lowing: an audit of the national oil company that exposed the Promotion Officer Uchenna Gibson. They were proactive prostealing of billions of US dollars in oil revenue, an agreement fessionals who provided high quality advice and services when
with the United Kingdom to seize and return funds that were facilitating and promoting investments and exports. They were
stolen and taken out of the country, and the strengthening of lax incorruptible, inclusive, fair, balanced, understanding, and helpful.
political campaign finance laws.
In four confidential client surveys between 2001 and 2009,
In Liberia, Dr Robtel Neajai Pailey, a former government
employee, published a children’s book, titled Gbagba (mean- funded and overseen by USAID and the Inter-American
ing Trickery), that targeted children between five and ten years Development Bank, both local and foreign micro, small, medifor a national conversation on corruption. The book is widely um, and large companies made special mention of Janet’s
distributed in schools. Neajai Pailey was also instrumental in and Uchenna’s professionalism, and their willingness to go
exposing corruption by some applicants, who used forged docu- way beyond what was expected. Without a doubt, investment
and export promotion agencies in the Caribbean and North
ments and bribes to get foreign scholarships.
In Kenya, a grassroots women’s group empowered female America would want them to be part of their teams.
Geoffrey Da Silva, via email.
farmers to stand up against corrupt officials who wanted to

Trajectory of Guyana’s oil wealth a possible ‘next Dubai’
Dear Editor,
Many equate oil and gas with wealth, and for good reasons.
Oil, along with its sister coal, has been the primary source of
energy for the rapid industrialisation that occurred in the 20th
century. This dominance, especially from the point of view of
oil, is likely to continue way into the 21st century as we can see
from the feverish search by industrialised nations for untapped
sources of these precious resources, even as the focus on alternative sources of energy becomes more pronounced.
Developing countries are as intent on accessing oil and gas as
are the bigger and more powerful economies. The strong nexus
between oil and economic development cannot be denied. No
one has underscored the importance of oil as the writer who a
decade or so ago said, “Oil is the linchpin for modern prosperity”.
This assertion essentially means that the discovery of oil
in Guyana should enable the transition from an economically
impoverished country to one that will see a marked improvement in citizens’ standards of living. In fact, citizens are already
talking about transformations that go well beyond simply
improving their standards of living. They have begun to envisage a future that is akin to the standards of living of oil-rich
nations, fully aware that the fulcrum of those countries’ enormous prosperity has been the abundance of oil and gas.
In this regard, no place comes into focus more than Dubai,
a city in the United Arab Emirates that is known “for luxury
shopping, ultramodern architecture and a lively nightly scene”.
In forecasting Guyana’s future, the phrase “next Dubai” seems to
be on everyone’s mind.
Surreal as the expression “the next Dubai” is, local citizens, as
well as those in the diaspora, seem certain that the Dubai trajectory is where Guyana is headed. Far-fetched as this expectation
seems, citizens do have a right, both from a logical and instinctive point of view, to expect a brighter future based on the massive oil and gas reserves that the country has – if nothing else.
Guyana is ranked among the top 20 countries in terms of oil
and gas reserves, meaning that it is not implausible to imagine
the future of Guyana in those terms. Before the discovery of oil
and the dazzling splendour that we see today, Dubai “was mostly inhabited by Bedouins, who were engaged in the cultivation
of dates, breeding of camels and goats”. Today, Dubai is a major
economic hub in the region. Dubai has become so transformed
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Dubai’s Burj al Arab against a night sky
by the discovery of oil and gas that people from everywhere visit
it for business, entertainment, sports, and other purposes.
The major natural resources that Dubai has are oil and gas,
albeit in huge quantities. Little of other natural resources exist.
Yet Dubai is seen as the epitome of economic success and
modernity. In a sense, Dubai has become the envy of the world
with one of the highest standards of living.
In contrast, countries such as Papua New Guinea, also
blessed with an abundance of oil and gas, lag miserably in eco-

nomic development. In fact, about 40 percent of the population
of Papua New Guinea lives in poverty, despite billions that the
resources of oil and gas resources have raked in for the country
since the 1990s.
However, the greatest paradox in this regard is Venezuela.
Once considered the richest country in South America due
to its large reserve of oil and gas, Venezuela today is merely a
shadow of its former self. Poverty is so pervasive that hundreds
of thousands of Venezuelans have been forced to seek refuge
in neighbouring countries to obtain food, medicine, work, and
other essential things.
Why have the outcomes been so starkly different when it is
an axiomatic truth that oil and gas have produced billions of
dollars for the producing countries? The irrefutable explanation
is ubiquitous corruption or mismanagement, or a conflation
of both on the part of some leaders on the one hand; and on
the other hand, the deep belief in the primacy of oil and gas to
nation-building on the part of other leaders.
Some leaders see oil and gas as a path to personal richness, and as a gateway to self-aggrandisement. These corrupt
practices are so egregious that the common people barely get
any benefit from the enormous revenues generated by oil and
gas. Pocketing most of the proceeds from oil and gas stymies
opportunities of many citizens to be able to live a life that is
commensurate with the abundance of these resources.
However, on the other side of the spectrum, are the leaders
who consider oil and gas as the focal point of national development. Oil revenues are not siphoned off to benefit only a few.
They are instead used for infrastructure, education, health,
research, and for other developmental needs, all of which will
decidedly enhance the well-being of citizens.
Guyana is poised to take off on the backbone of oil and gas,
and it can learn a lot from the scenarios discussed above. If oil
and gas are to serve as the linchpin for prosperity in Guyana,
there must be great oversight over how these resources are managed. Oversight means putting programmes and mechanisms
in place to block accountability loopholes, among other things.
This will have the effect of precluding the potential misuse and
abuse of these resources for selfish purposes. In this way, the
transition from oil and gas that Guyanese hope for will become
a reality.
Sheik M Ayube, via email.
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Ask Jay...

Understanding the layers in doubles

Dear Editor,
New Amsterdam.
The statement by the Minister of Agriculture
They put us on the map in a way parallel to
Clarence Rambharat about doubles is seriously the pan, but in a more popular and everyday
flawed. It shows why and how the PNM stifles context, in places like Toronto, New York, New
the true creativity of Trinidad and Tobago and Jersey, London, and Miami. And with no govkeeps our country backward,
ernment support, purely on its
divided, cult-like, corrupt, and
own merit.
dependent.
And why does the minisThe minister completely
ter try to further his case by
misses and ignores the value
artificially, mean-spiritedly
added by the doubles vendors,
and deliberately excluding the
and by extension, what we can
chutneys? Coconut, cucumber,
call the Doubles Industrial
tamarind, mango, chadon beni,
Complex.
peppers (roasted and otherIt would be useful to quanwise). Who eats doubles plain?
tify the very significant value
Local farmers certainly bencomponent of doubles. A major
efit from the millions of sales
part of this is labour. Probably
made annually. This is even
more than 50 percent of the
more value added through the
Clarence Rambharat
value of doubles is labour: both
multiplier effect.
in creating delicious doubles out of plain raw
The money made from these sales is circuingredients – which is a lot of hard work in lated locally several times, creating an onshore
ungodly hours, by hundreds of people all economy. This is the challenge that the PNM
over the country, every
has never taken head
day, and also in the
on, always looking for
hundreds selling and
foreign investment
serving them in almost
instead.
every area of the counHow many busitry.
nesses that consume
Another intangible
foreign
exchange
economic component
(much more, in fact)
is the innovation. This
can point to even onetakes the form of creattenth of this type of
ing new types of chutlocal value added?
neys and extras, creThis is the model
ative marketing, with
we as a country must
some even franchising
emulate, not bully and
their brands (for example, Sauce Doubles), and shame.
other businesses specialising in making channa
This backward, divisive, bullying, and limitand bara in bulk, for others to sell as doubles.
ed thinking by the PNM-inflicted on this counThey also play a very large part in keeping try for half a century is what brought us down
the cost of living down, by providing inexpen- from once being on par with Singapore and
sive, filling, nutritious food at the lowest prices, Hong Kong to now being mired in economic
and best value anywhere in the country, hands stagnation, corruption, racism, and cult-like
down.
behaviour.
Indeed, doubles is known internationally
Instead of attacking doubles vendors, and
and loved by the vast majority of people who seeking to victimise them, we must salute the
try them. They have been featured on the doubles economy of this country, and learn
world’s top culinary programmes on the Food lessons from them.
Network, and even in the American TV drama
Dr Kirk Meighoo, via email

We can grow our own chick peas in T&T
Dear Editor,
I like an occasional doubles served with
slight pepper.
So I read with interest the statement by the
Minister of Agriculture Clarence Rambharat
that the major ingredients for this popular
snack are imported.
I think his concern was centred around the
high food import bill.
Chickpeas or channa (garbanzo beans), the
main ingredient for doubles, need a temperature of 70 to 80 degrees Fahrenheit during the

day, with a cooler temperature of 64F at nighttime to be cultivated. The crop matures in 100
days, which is just over three months.
Are there any such areas in Trinidad to
grow this crop? Can a hydroponic or greenhouse system be established to grow it? How
about the months of November-December to
February-March?
I remember while growing up my grandfather had chickpeas growing in our kitchen
garden.
L. Dass, via e-mail

Please send your questions to
TheBrij@TheBrij.com or call: 416-418-2745

The Second Wave, the Vaccine, & the Housing Pandemic

T

he second wave is deadly. With the lockdown, many sellers
avoid putting their home on the market. This creates a temporary shortage and prices shot up. Home prices will dip.
Over half a million homeowners took mortgage deferrals. Many are
stretched financially to the breaking point.
While home prices are climbing, there’s an increased number of
condos available for sale. Condo prices are coming down, and the
gap between prices for condos and homes is becoming increasingly
wider.
Ontario is tourism. Big attractions such as wonderland and the
CNE are in deep slumber. Events such as Caribana and the Pride Parade are cancelled. Banquet halls are suffocating. Many workers are
wobbling with worry. Government bailouts are drying up. The first
wave had flattened the economy. The second wave will finish the job.
Bob Dugan, chief economist at CMHC predicted that price will fall
in the first quarter of 2021 between 9-18 percent: “When I say I stand
by our forecasts, it’s really with respect to what are the broad trends
we expect moving forward… When I look at the housing market there
are a tremendous number of risks… I’m not convinced that we have a
sustainable basis for housing demand in the economic disturbance
that’s going on related to Covid-19… That’s why I say I stand by the
forecasts.”
The best investment on earth is earth itself. Not space in the air.
Condos will become less attractive because of confined space. There
is an oversupply, and segments of the condo market will fall. Like
a sledge, the blow will be painful for speculators. Investors should
avoid speculating on pre-construction. Invest on homes in mature
neighborhoods with large lots. As the city becomes crowded, land
will become gold.
Homeowners who are financially trapped should explore all options before selling. One option is to increase the mortgage and release some equity to pay off high debts, such as credit cards and
second mortgages. With low interest rate, homeowners can refinance and increase the amortisation. Their monthly mortgage payment will reduce. They can use some of the equity to build a basement apartment. The rental income from the basement apartment
would offset the expense to carry the home. For example, $50,000 in
mortgage will cost just $225.00 per month. This can be used to pay
off credit cards or finish the basement apartment.
For those who are planning on selling and buying, it is better to
sell now and ask for a long closing. This way, they can sell when the
price is high and buy when the market changes. If this is the plan,
then ask for a large deposit because in a declining market, a small
deposit will evaporate quickly and buyers may choose to walk away
from the deal. Another option is to sell and rent for the short term.
The window of opportunity will open but will close quickly.

Jay Brijpaul

Govt’s pepper spray logic disappointing

Dear Editor,
ing pepper from close quarters.
In my assessment of Prime Minister Rowley,
If we follow Rowley’s thinking, the criminals
I have tended to give him a bare pass. But his acquired all their weapons legally? And, secrecent comments on pepper spray have caused ondly, if a criminal really wanted pepper spray,
him to dip below 50 percent for
you really think it being illegal is
the first time.
a problem?
In essence, he said that if it
The only people Rowley is
was made legal it could fall into
denying with his silly argument
the hands of criminals. So, if at
are those who can really benefit
this stage Rowley hasn’t learned
from it – the ordinary person who
that something being illegal is
wants to defend herself against a
not an impediment for criminals,
petty bandit.
he’ll never learn. I’m disappointed
In the meantime, the
that’s the kind of logic that runs
Commissioner of Police, still not
this country.
too bothered about catching murFirst of all, no self-respecting
derers (for him, getting killed is
Keith Rowley
criminal would bother with pepnot as important a crime as failper spray, when he can have his choice of ing to wear a silly mask or congregating with
sophisticated weapons that not even the police friends), is gung-ho about pepper spray and
can match.
guns for women. It seems that, once again, the
For the criminal, it’s much safer spraying CoP has outgunned the PM.
you with bullets from ten feet away, than sprayA. Charles, via email
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Not only Covid-19 was viral in unprecedented 2020

D

ramatic political turmoil, a change in the political the supervision of a Caricom Team, but the courts blocked the
The budget provided tax concessions on mining, agro-proguard, and the rapid spread of the Covid-19 virus all recount on challenges by private APNU members.
cessing, cold storage and packaging; removed the Value Added
Even when the recount was allowed to continue under tre- Tax on exports and allowed exporters, including those in the
contributed to making 2020 an unprecedented year
for Guyana. Throughout the year, it was abhorrent to watch mendous international pressure and the PPP/Civic was eventu- fishing, rice and timber industries, to reclaim input VAT. The
the courts being used as pawns in the political process, with ally declared the winner, it took a couple of months for power VAT was also removed on fertilisers, agro-chemicals, pesticides,
members of the legal profession turning the courts into a comi- to change hands. All along, racial tensions rose, threatening a and key inputs into the poultry sector, while the poultry induscivil crisis.
cal sideshow.
try was zero-rated for VAT. For the first time in five years, the
More importantly, the APNU+AFC gov- budget did not announce salary increases for public servants.
The scandalous behaviour of certain memernment decided to cede
bers of the Guyana Elections Commission
With the PPP/Civic in power, questions of
power after intervention
demonstrated that the so-called independent
shared governance and or political collaboraby the international combody was no more than a political arm of the
tion emerged. However, at the onset, the govDwarka
munity, which threatened
former ruling party, cementing the view that
ernment decided not to hold talks because the
Lakhan
sanctions, and the US govthe 2015 elections were rigged.
opposition did not formally recognise it. But
ernment, which actually
Ironically, in spite of the disdain for forin late November, the government decided to
placed sanctions on indieign intervention in the sovereign affairs of
invite the opposition for “working” talks only
Guyana, it was the actions of several foreign countries, among viduals connected with the electoral process.
to have its invitation turned down.
In fact, the British Foreign Secretary
them the US, Britain, and Canada that eventually resulted in a
According to a press statement from the
Dominic Raab warned Guyana that “any
semblance of order in the country.
PNC/R (APNU), former President David
In the meanwhile, the oil industry continued to operate as government sworn in on the basis of nonGranger requested that the meeting be
normal in an environment of volatile prices and questions about credible results will face strong international
deferred until several “important issues [are]
contracts, which are apparently unfavourable to Guyana. These condemnation”. He added, “If the situation
satisfactorily settled”. Granger “felt that it
continues to deteriorate,
issues remained unsettled.
would be a blunder to ignore the legitimate
Bharrat Jagdeo
this international response
The year commenced with widespread
concerns of a significant section of the popuwill include a range of serious consequences lation and the aspirations of the majority of our people, espeanticipation of a healthy dose of political
for those concerned”; additionally, that “the cially those enduring the privations of the pandemic”.
uncertainty and social tensions on the back of
transition of government in Guyana should
overdue general elections, following a no-conWhile the economy continued to grow at a healthy pace,
only take place in line with transparent and largely due to oil revenues, the Covid-19 pandemic had a toll on
fidence vote which technically deposed the
democratic principles that lead to credible business operations due to lockdowns and heightened restricruling APNU+AFC coalition in December,
results”.
2018.
tions. Though the growth in the number of cases was moderWhen the PPP/Civic government finally ately slow at the start of pandemic, reaching just over 1,000 at
But desperate to hang on to power, the
assumed power on August 2, it was faced the end of August, the pace of infections picked up significantly
coalition challenged the no-confidence vote,
with a country that was fractured on almost to reach almost 6,000 as at the time of writing, with 155 deaths.
only to lose in both the local courts, as well as
all fronts.
at the highest regional court, the Caribbean
Incidentally, the total number of tests at 34,000 so far, is relaThe government quickCourt of Justice. Yet, the coalition, which illetively low.
ly resorted to fixing what
gally hung on to power for 15 months, defied
The government has been taking diligent
Dominic Raab
it thought was necessary.
the court rulings and decided to hold elecefforts to contain the spread of the virus, and
Besides taking an aggressive stance in maktions some nine months after the mandated due date.
has provided financial relief of (Guy) $25,000
The pre-and post-election drama that followed was unprec- ing changes to several key positions held by
to each household at a cost of some $5 billion.
edented in the history of the country. Prior to the elections, members of the former administration, it initiOn the social front, crime rates remained
deliberations about the appointment of a Chairman of GECOM ated legal action against members of GECOM,
high in spite of changes to the hierarchy of
reached a fever pitch, with the caretaker government attempting who were responsible for rigging the March 2
the police force. Efforts by the new governto hijack the selection process. Like most contentious political elections.
ment to contain crime so far have not yielded
The government also unearthed numerous
issues of the day, the courts, both local as well as regional, were
material results. In the meanwhile, it is still
once again used to pass judgement on the matter – with the corrupt transactions, which are still under
too early to assess corruption under the
investigation. Several individuals have been
caretaker government once again losing the court battle.
current government, although a myriad of
Questions about the electoral roll added to the drama, with charged.
incidents of corruption under the previous
In seeking to implement tactical initiatives
GECOM unilaterally deciding to commence house-to-house
government have come to light.
registration of voters. Notwithstanding the questionable accu- within a short timeframe, the government
Racial tensions continued to simmer with
David Granger
racy of the electoral roll, elections were held under the watchful presented an emergency budget that included
periodic flare-ups with political undertones.
measures aimed at stimulating the economy, attracting new It is evident that if the current government “plays its card right”
eyes of a slew of international observers.
Although the APNU+AFC coalition expressed satisfaction investments, creating employment, and improving competitive- the opposition may never get a chance again at power. That in
with the electoral process, all hell broke loose once it was deter- ness.
itself, remains a source of tension.
At a macro level, the government put plans in place to resusmined that it was on the verge of losing power to the opposition
PPP/Civic. GECOM then decided to unilaterally cancel the citate the sugar industry; liberalised the telecommunications Dwarka Lakhan, BA, MBA, FCSI, FICB is a Member of the
industry; and initiated plans to boost tourism. Agriculture, Canadian Association of Journalists and an accomplished financounting of votes and declare APNU+APC the winner.
What followed was a series of court actions that either formerly the backbone of the economy, received a huge boost in cial writer. His recently published book, Winning Ways, Real
allowed or disallowed the recounting process to continue. the budget. The government recognised that although the sec- World Strategies to Help You Reimagine Your Practice is available
Subsequently, the leaders of the two major parties, David tor comprises more than 20 percent of Guyana’s real GDP, it has on Amazon and on winningways101.com. He can be reached at
dlakhan@rogers.com.
Granger and Bharrat Jagdeo, agreed to a full recount under vast unrealised potential.

Chatterjee unlikely to forget critical months following March 2 polls

Georgetown – Outgoing Canadian High Commissioner to I wouldn’t say I was frightened. But I was under attack, and that
Guyana, Lilian Chatterjee, has said she is unlikely to forget the was an unfamiliar experience for me to be criticised (for my
five critical months spent working to ensure that free and fair position). Because Canada does not take sides. We do not have
elections prevailed in Guyana. Also, as she told Guyana Times a horse in the race. We just wanted it to be a free and fair elecearlier this month, she is unlikely to forget
tions. That’s all we were calling for.”
how her unrelenting commitment to democShe added: “And so, it was surprising to
racy, and ensuring that the voice of the people
me that people fabricated things about what
not be silenced, saw her being threatened so
I may have done or said. Because that’s not
that the Canadian government increased her
how we are. But I wasn’t going to back down.
security to round-the-clock protection.
I wasn’t intimidated. I wasn’t frightened. But I
Chatterjee is due to take up her next dipdid get a lot of threats.”
lomatic mission in Barbados in the coming
Earlier this month Chatterjee, among
weeks. Her replacement is Mark Berman, who
others, was honoured by the Guyana
has been named as the High Commissioner of
Manufacturing and Services Association.
Canada to Guyana, and Representative to the
Receiving an award was humbling, she said,
Caribbean Community.
adding she was not even fully aware of the sigChatterjee told Guyana Times the threats
nificance of her advocacy for democracy until
Lilian Chatterjee
did not intimidate her, as she insisted the will
after President Dr Irfaan Ali was inaugurated.
of the people be respected, and that it determine the outcome of
“It was humbling, because when you go through it you just
the General and Regional Elections, which were held on March feel like you’re doing your job. And it has only been since the
2. Resolution of the difficulties following the elections, which inauguration of President Ali, that so many people come up to
saw Chatterjee and other international representatives playing me, thanking me for my role… I was speaking up on behalf of
significant roles, finally saw the PPP/Civic government inaugu- our Canadian government. Just advocating for our principles of
rated on August 2, five months after the national polls.
respecting the will of the people,” Chatterjee said.
Speaking about the threats she received, Chatterjee said:
“But I didn’t think that it was so appreciated by Guyanese
“The Canadian government insisted that I take on 24-7 security. people. One of the things that really touched me was a six-
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year-old, coming up to me saying, ‘Thank you so much’. And
I was taken aback. This six-year-old thanking me. I would be
in grocery stores or different areas, and people would come up
and say, ‘Thank you’. And that has humbled me and warmed me,
that it was so recognised.”
As Chatterjee’s replacement, High Commissioner Berman
has a Bachelors’ Degree in Political Science and International
Relations, and a Bachelor of Laws from the University of
Saskatchewan. He also has a Master of Laws from the London
School of wEconomics.
According to biographical notes from Global Affairs Canada,
he began working with the Canadian government in 1989 as the
advisor to the Minister of the Environment, and then served as
executive assistant to the Deputy Minister of the Environment.
He later served as a legal officer at the UN Environment
Programme in Kenya, a director in the Office of the Commissioner
of the Environment and Sustainable Development in Canada,
deputy director for Human Security and Peacebuilding at the
Canadian International Development Agency, and director for
Climate Change Negotiations at Environment Canada.
He was seconded to CIDA’s Multilateral Branch as acting
director general for Environmental Sustainability and Economic
Growth, and later served Foreign Affairs and International
Trade Canada as executive director for Climate and Energy and
Canada’s representative on the Kyoto Protocol’s Compliance
Committee.
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Social harmony and Guyana’s national security
By Treb Narahcmar
ithout social harmony the national security of
Guyana will never be safe nor sound. With the new
revenues from oil and gas, Guyana and Guyanese
have the possibility of fulfilling their aspirations and prospering
as individuals, and as a nation. But for this to happen, social harmony needs to be integrated into an
all-embracing national vision and the national
security strategy of the country.
An all-embracing national vision involves
seeing the different parts of the Guyanese
population in their special characteristic,
their aspirations, and concerns, as well
as a Guyanese whole that brings together
the distinctive contributions of all the
component peoples. Due to historical
circumstances, all of the major components of the population have stories of
wrongs and grievances that must be taken into
account. Nation-building in such circumstances is
especially challenging.
A national security strategy is about helping the
nation and its inhabitants enjoy optimal life chances
offered by Guyana’s bounty, while keeping the nation
safe from threats, both internal and external. In this
piece we shall address these three dimensions of
Guyana’s national security: national vision and optimal
life chances, internal peace, and heading off external
threats.
Beginning with a unifying vision, this is something
to which all Guyanese should contribute and help shape.
Civil society can play a part in helping shape such a unifying
vision. It should be built on the foundation of the distinctive
Guyanese culture that we all share. When it comes to optimal
life-chances, the UN Sustainable Development Goals can be our
benchmark. Stated summarily, the SDGs call upon all governments to act against climate change and protect the environment, eliminate poverty, improve equality, protect the rights
of women and children, provide good health services, and
foster peace on the foundations of democracy, the rule of law,
respect for human rights, the prevention of conflicts and justice
throughout the society.

W
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Guyana should publish annually a report card on how it is
performing when it comes to implementing each of the SDGs.
This report should be debated in Parliament, and in the wider
society. The country, and the society, should engage in an ongoing dialogue on the implementation of the SDGs in the daily
lives of Guyanese.
Turning to internal peace, what this requires, fundamentally,
is that all Guyanese should feel that they have a stake in the
governance, and in the future prosperity of the country.
Guyana is a country with different ethnic groups that
all want to see themselves represented in the governance of the country. This means that we must
evolve forms of power-sharing in the country.
This can be an incremental process: tackling issues one step at a time, but heading
in the right direction.
The fundamental requirement is genuine dialogue on the part of all stakeholders to hammer out forms of powersharing. If Guyana had a vibrant national
human rights commission, then that could help.
Right now, we have multiple human rights commissions, none of which works. It should be
a matter of the utmost priority to bring
about a vibrant and independent national
human rights commission as soon as
possible.
Then there is the issue of criminality and narcotics trafficking within the country. The reduction of
poverty from economic prosperity
should, in principle, help reduce criminality. But
economic prosperity, if not carefully managed, could
lead to rising demand for narcotics. Guyana needs a forwardlooking policy on this urgent topic. Latin American leaders have
increasingly been calling for the decriminalisation of narcotics.
If done globally, then that might help defang this urgent social
problem.
Turning to the issue of external security, Guyana is being
used for the transshipment of narcotics to North America.
This is having a disastrous effect on the governance, texture,
and national health of the society. Guyana will need to work

with regional partners on a shared strategy to deal with this
phenomenon.
Finally, there is the issue of the border with Venezuela.
For the time being we are still awaiting a ruling from the
International Court of Justice whether it will take up the case. If
it does not, then we are back to square one. If it does decide to
take up the case, Guyana will have to argue and win its case that
the Venezuelan claim has no foundation in law.
It would be a sad day for Guyana if the ICJ held in Venezuela’s
favour. Those who took the decision to bring the case before
the ICJ gambled on a positive outcome. Let us hope that history
proves them right.
In the meantime, we must still think about strategies for
defending our border. Let us state this simply: Guyana does not
have the forces to match Venezuela’s armed forces; diplomacy
alone will not suffice in dealing with Venezuelan aggression.
Guyana needs allies that can help defend its border. This is
the fundamental logic of security and strategy: in case of need, a
country must be able to defend itself, or to call upon allies who
will defend it. We will leave the matter there and let the reader
come to her or his own conclusions. Speechifying by Guyanese
politicians will not defend the country. Matching force will. And
such matching force will only come from allies.
In the North Atlantic there is NATO, with its members
committed to the defence of one another. One could think of a
CATO: A Caribbean Treaty Organisation, but the accumulated
power of Caricom countries is unlikely to suffice to defend
Guyana against territorial aggression. Should Guyana then
champion a SATO: a South Atlantic Treaty Organisation? Or
should it simply conclude a defensive alliance with a powerful
country in the western hemisphere?
Let us repeat for history: empty speechifying by politicians
will not guarantee the security of the country against external
aggression.
To conclude, among the external issues that a national security strategy for Guyana will need to cover is the phenomenon
of trans-frontier movements of people into Guyana from Brazil
and Venezuela. In the twinkle of an eye, Guyana’s 750,000 people could be overtaken by people from neighbouring countries
in search of a better life. That will present formidable issues of
social cohesion to be tackled within the national security strategy of the Dear Land of Guyana.
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Govt unlikely to remedy contracts
... despite red flags over Kaieteur, Canje awards
Georgetown – Calls from the local media initial owners quickly flipped the blocks withcorps and global transparency bodies for an out doing any work; that they are incorporated
international probe into the suspicious give- in secrecy jurisdictions; and that Guyana likely
away of the lucrative Kaieteur and Canje Oil lost revenue due to the avoidance of an open,
Blocks are being greeted with an obdurate competitive bidding process.
And despite the anti-corruption watchsilence by the governing PPP/Civic adminisdog, Global Witness, showing that the blocks
tration.
were awarded under suspicious
It has led to Oil and Gas
circumstances, Vice President
Consultant, Dr Jan Mangal to
Bharrat Jagdeo claimed that he
conclude that the PPP/Civic
does not believe any laws were
will make no move to remedy
broken, nor that there is any evithe suspicious awards of this
dence of corruption.
prime asset of Guyana.
But with evidence so palpable,
“Why would the same peoMangal believed that the awards
ple who gave away these two
should have been rescinded a
blocks now behave differentlong time ago. He holds the view
ly and remedy the situation,”
that former President David
Mangal said.
Granger had enough power to
Evidence of the PPP/Civic’s
act on this during his tenure.
obduracy in this regard lies in
Jan Mangal
Instead, Granger launched an
its rehiring of former Natural
Resource Minister, Robert Persaud, as Foreign investigation into the awards, with the former
Secretary, in spite of the role he played in mak- State Assets Recovery Agency taking the reins.
“I felt the investigation was not needed as
ing the awards.
The awards of the Kaieteur and Canje Oil there was already sufficient information in
Blocks breached every known international best the public domain to justify the rescinding,
and there was already sufficient information
practice and were riddled with red flags.
The Canje Block was awarded by the Donald in the public domain for the President to act
Ramotar administration on March 4, 2015, executively. Unfortunately, President Granger
weeks before the 2015 elections to local com- did not rescind the Canje and Kaieteur Blocks,
and thereby missed a huge opportunity for
pany, Mid-Atlantic Oil & Gas.
On the advice of Robert Persaud, as was the Guyana,” he stated.
Mangal pointed out that he had “not much
case with the Canje Oil Block, the Kaieteur
Block was awarded on April 28, 2015, just two confidence” in the agency’s ability to conduct
the investigation.
weeks before the elections.
SARA’s probe got nowhere after it was disTwo companies received the block with
50-50 stakes – Ratio Energy Limited (now covered that the lead investigator, Eric Phillips
Cataleya Energy Limited), and Ratio Guyana was listed as an active member of a company with a pending application at the Guyana
Limited.
Red flags in both awards include: that they Geology and Mines Commission for an offwere given to unqualified companies; that the shore block. He later resigned.

Winston Brassington

Ashni Singh

Georgetown – Charges of misconduct in
public office against Finance Minister, Dr
Ashni Singh, and Head of the Gas-to-Shore
Taskforce, Winston Brassington have been
withdrawn.
The charges were instituted against Singh
and Brassington on May 8, 2018, under the
former APNU+AFC for allegedly selling State
lands without first obtaining a valuation, and
selling the lands way below their value.
At the time of the alleged misconduct the
two men held high-ranking positions in the
former PPP/Civic government. Singh was
Minister of Finance, and Brassington was Head
of the National Industrial and Commercial
Investments Limited.
Attorney Sase Gunraj, one of the lawyers for
the accused, indicated to Chief Magistrate Ann
McLennan that the Special Organised Crime
Unit, which had filed the charges “don’t have a
desire to proceed with the matter”.
As a result six charges against Singh and
Brassington were withdrawn on Monday.
The first charge had alleged that Singh, as
Minister of Finance and Chairman of NICIL,
and Brassington, the Chief Executive of NICIL,
on May 14, 2011, sold a 10.002 acres tract
of land at Plantation Turkeyen for [all cur-

rency Guyana currency] $185,037,000, without
a valuation of the property from a competent
valuation officer.
It is further alleged that Singh and
Brassington on December 30, 2008 sold to
Scady Business Corporation a 4.7 acres tract
portion of Plantation Liliendaal for $150M,
knowing that the property was valued at
$340M by Rodrigues Architects Associate, a
competent valuation officer.
The last allegation stated that Singh and
Brassington on December 28, 2009, acted recklessly when they sold to National Hardware
Guyana Limited a 103 acres tract of land at
Plantation Liliendaal, Pattensen and Turkeyen,
for $598,659,398 (VAT exclusive) without a
valuation of the property from a competent
valuation officer.
The Chambers of the AG under the former APNU+AFC Coalition Administration
had argued that the sales executed by the two
had not been done with prudence, or with an
appreciation for market value.
Singh and Brassington had challenged the
legality of charges on the grounds that their
positions specifically excluded them from being
considered or described as ‘public officers’
under the Constitution of Guyana.

Misconduct charges dropped

www.qtrexinternational.com

Overseas Offices:

SUPER
SPECIAL

ANTIGUA:
Tel #268-462-4958
Contact: Dunica

TO GEORGETOWN,TRINIDAD,
KINGSTON OR MONTEGO BAY

3

DOMINICA
Tel #767-237-3737
Contact: Geoff

BARRELS

$100

BARBADOS
Tel # 246-548-2891
Contact: Anderson/Joel

(Barrels up to 30" tall)
Member of BBB

* SPECIAL CARGO RATES *
Destination
Antigua
Dominica
Grenada
St Vincent
St Kitts
Barbados
St Lucia

Reg Service
$75/barrel
$75/barrel
$75/barrel
$75/barrel
$120/barrel
$75/barrel
$75/barrel

Express
$130
$130
$130
$130
$150
$130
$130

We also deliver empty barrels!

HEAD OFFICE

Our NEW YORK OFFICE
5185 Timberlea Blvd is now opened at:
TEL: 905-290-1946 Queens Logistics Centre
186-10 Jamaica Ave,
TOLL FREE: 1-866-881-5433
NY 11423
Tel: 866-861-5933
Georgetown Office
236-237 David St Kitty,
Tel: 592-227-2969

DOOR TO GATE IN
GUYANA - $120

Areas not covered in Guyana:
Parika Backdam, Linden, Inner
Canje, Black Bush Polder, Beyond
Skeldon, Mara and Cane Grove.

Weʼre the first Canadian Shipper to cross the border.
We guarantee service thatʼs second to none.
Our prices are the best in the business.

Tractors to Guyana
Pick Up Trucks
Full Containers
Barrels

- from US $1000
- from US $1500
- from US $3400
- from US $50

Regular Service: 4-6 weeks delivery • Express Service: 3-4 weeks delivery • We deliver empty barrels/crates in the GTA
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GRENADA
Tel #473-435-1545
Contact: Valda
KINGSTON, JAMAICA
Tel # 876-456-2944
Contact: Kimberly
MONTEGO BAY, JAMAICA
Tel #876-294-1712
#876-347-7939
Contact: Sabrina
ST. KITTS
Tel #869-465-5320
Contact: Janice
ST. LUCIA - CASTRIES
Tel#758-459-0675
Contact: Spence
ST. LUCIA - VIEUX FORT
TEL #758-454-5383
Contact: Vacacie
TRINIDAD
Tel #868-221-3905
Contact: Paul
ST. VINCENT
TEL #784-457-2547

CARIBBEAN ISLAND
FOOD MARKET

Tel: (416) 746-1592
3432 Weston Rd
(South of Finch)

Tel: 416-901-7797
WESTWOOD
SUPERMARKET

680 Rexdale Blvd, Suite 12
(at Humberwood Blvd)

Specializing In All West Indian Groceries, Tropical Fruits & Vegetables, Guyanese and Caribbean Fishes &
Seafoods, Halal Chicken, Ducks & Meats, Fresh Breads & Pastries, Spices & Condiments, Health & Medicinal
Products, West Indian Drinks & Juices, Snacks & Confectionery, Dried Canned & Packaged Foods, Soaps &
Cleaning Supplies, Body Care Products, Hindu Religious Supplies... and Much Much More.

Merry Xmas &
Happy New Year
to all our Customers
& Friends

ALL MEAT HALAL • NUF NUF IN-STORE SPECIALS • SPECIALS TO January 5, 2021
FRESH WHOLE/
HALF GOAT

PEPPERPOT MEAT

ORDER
EARLY
FOR
CHRISTMAS

Available
PEARDRAX, CARIB MALT, APPLE J,
MAUBY FIZZ, ANGOSTURA,
CARIBBEAN COOL, SOLO

Low Price

Full Cases - Wholesale

FULL RANGE OF DRIED FRUITS FOR BAKING, COOKING SWEET
DISHES SUCH AS KHEER & MAKING VARIOUS DESSERTS

Low Price
MILO

LARGE BARRELS

$1999 Lge Tin

$1500

MUSCOVY DUCK

WHOLE ROASTED
CHICKEN

Low Price

$299 lb

PEARDRAX &
NON-ALCOHOLIC WINE

BEEF STEAK

99
Low
Price
2/$9

$399 lb

FRESH SORREL

MR GOUDAS RICE

$699 lb

$1099

FISHES
Arriving Fresh from the Caribbean Twice Weekly

FRUITS & VEGETABLES
Arriving Fresh from the Caribbean Twice Weekly
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Govt launches initiative for special needs kids
Georgetown – An initiative where special needs children
between the ages of 4 and 15 can
make a wish, and an effort made
to fulfil it, was launched earlier
this week by Guyana’s Ministry
of Human Services and Social
Security.
Conceptualised by Minister
Dr Vindhya Persaud, the initiative was rolled out on Monday
when the ministry began placing ‘Wish Upon A Star’ mailboxes at its three locations in
Georgetown, and at probation
offices in Regions 2, 3, 5, 6, 9,
and 10.

A release from the ministry said that it will be engaging a
number of companies and entities to make the children’s wishes
become reality.
In light of this, children between the ages of 4 and 15 are
encouraged to write “to say what he or she needs”.
The deadline for handwritten letters, inclusive of contact
information and home address, is December 21 at noon.
“We want to reach out to children that are terminally ill; children who suffer from disabilities; children who lost their parents, children who suffer from psychological trauma, children
who never had the opportunity to enjoy something they need
or really wish for that one gift that would make them incredibly
happy,” Persaud said in outlining the criteria.
She added: “Our wish is to make a child very happy during this festive season, by making their wishes come through.
Children look forward to this time of the year.”

Soldiers receive Christmas bonuses
Georgetown – President Irfaan Ali last week announced assure you that during my tenure in office, your life, your family
Guyana Defence Force soldiers will receive a two-week tax- life will be better, and you will be better equipped for the future,”
free year-end bonus. It will be paid in the
Ali said.
He also stated that the GDF would
next pay cycle, Office of the President
benefit from 20,000 scholarships in 2021
said following a visit by Ali to the interior
through a distance education programme.
location. At the time he was visiting the
military base at Kaikan in Region Seven
“Beginning next year, we will commence
(Cuyuni-Mazaruni).
a programme to launch 20,000 new scholarships. Importantly, many of these diplomas,
Before losing the 2015 general and
degrees and certificates will be achieved
regional elections, the PPP/Civic adminthrough distance or online training, giving
istration had annually paid a one-month
you the opportunity to also participate.
tax-free salary as a year-end bonus.
Ali, who in his role as President is also
And I assure you in this location: our health
Guyana’s Commander-in-Chief, said that
workers, our teachers, that these opportunieven though a large portion of the national
ties will meet you, and you will be able to
achieve your educational goals even in these
budget will be used to mitigate issues surlocations, even with the difficulties of the
rounding the pandemic, his government
still planned to deliver to the men and
pandemic,” he said.
Ali also threw out the challenge to the
women in uniform.
Irfaan Ali
“I assure you that not only are we conofficers present to select three most elicentrating on a bag of goodies at Christmas time, but we are gible ranks, from amongst themselves, to receive University of
concentrating on lifetime change, lifetime opportunity. And I Guyana scholarships.

Vindhya Persaud

MSH gets significant gift
From Page 1
generosity,” he noted.
While the family contributes to the community through
monetary donations, they also participate in community events
including the Run for Women, which supports women with
mental health issues.
“They helped us triple match the community’s donation, so
they inspired other people to give and participate. The whole
family came out. It’s amazing to see when donors get involved
and raise awareness and support the work we’re doing,” said
Strong.
Aside from the MSH Foundation, the Nanji family has
donated to several hospitals across Canada. Earlier this year
they joined the fight against Covid-19, matching donations dollar for dollar up to $100,000 in response to Burnaby Hospital
Foundation’s Covid-19 Emergency Response Fund.
Signage for MSH’s Mental Health Services is in production
now, and the hospital hopes to have it all installed by the new
year. New donor signs will include a plaque that tells the family’s
story, lettering for the dedicated outdoor entrance, and a sign
in a prominently located area of the mental health in-patient
program.
Though the Nanji family has given this donation anonymously, as they often do, MSH Foundation has noted that this
is one of the most significant gifts they have received in their
history.

BAKERY
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Better savings start here

FISH FROM GUYANA

Lower your premiums when you insure both
your car and home with us.

Buy Directly from the Importer and Save Big
Lowest Prices on the Market – Guaranteed

Stop in, call or click to get a quote today.

Sherry A Harrikissoon Ins Agcy Inc
Sherry A Harrikissoon, Agent
13311 Yonge St Unit 103
Richmond Hill ON L4E 3L6
905-773-9782

Certain conditions, limitations and exclusions may apply.

1201717CN.1

Fish and Shrimp Caught in the Atlantic
Bangamaree (Fine, Fillet & Headless), Red Snapper, Catfish, Cuirass, Sea
Trout, Smoked Catfish, Cuffum, King Fish, Mackerel and Grey Snapper.

Desjardins Insurance refers to Certas Home and Auto Insurance Company, underwriter of automobile and
property insurance or Desjardins Financial Security Life Assurance Company, underwriter of life insurance
and living benefits products.
Desjardins, Desjardins Insurance and related trademarks are trademarks of the Fédération des caisses Desjardins du
Québec, used under licence.

Contact: Mobile: 647-218-6967 • 416-769-2914 (after hours) or Paul: 416-450-3570

Need A Mortgage? Call Kamla First

Your Mortgage Professional! 416-505-9583
-

Residential Mortgages
1st & 2nd Mortgages
Mortgage Renewals
Private Funding
Financial Consulting

Experiencing Some Financial Challenges?
Then The Moment Is Now:
Refinancing - Home Equity Line Of Credit - Debt Consolidation

• No Credit, Any Credit! • First Time Buyers! • New To Canada!
Call Kamla for more details…

Indranie (Kamla) Shivnath
Mortgage Agent
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Dir: 416-505-9583

5200 Finch Ave. E. Unit 306, Scarborough, ON M1S 4Z5
Email: kamla4@hotmail.com
*Some Conditions Apply
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Julius Benjamin Nathoo: Legacy of a Guyanese Indian educator

By Harry Hergash
“He did not storm our coast saddled up,
wielding guns in each hand, hooting and
hollering about setting right our little
rural villages. Yet his silent entrance in our
uneventful little lives created a stir and
piqued everyone’s curiosity. Who was this
man coming from afar to West Demerara to
settle among us? Word rapidly spread that
this gentleman who answered to a strange and
formidable name, Julius Benjamin Nathoo,
had come bearing bags of dreams for the
children.”
So wrote Dr Dolly Hassan, immigration
attorney in NY, reminiscing on the origin
and influence of Saraswat High School,
spearheaded by this young, accomplished
scholar, and educator.
Prior to 1963, secondary education in
Guyana was not free, and not easily accessible
to students in the countryside. The majority
of secondary schools were in Georgetown, the
country's capital, a few were in Berbice and
East Demerara, possibly one in Essequibo, and
none in West Coast Demerara.
This was the environment in 1961 when
Julius Benjamin Nathoo at 23 years of age, left
friends and relatives in his home village on the
Corentyne, moved to West Coast Demerara,
and established a secondary school, SHS, to
bring secondary education to the children
of the many poor, labouring families of the
sugar estate communities of the area. The
opportunity to attend high school close to
home, to be among fellow villagers, to have
a principal informally make home visits was
nothing short of a revolution.
Born in Ankerville, Port Mourant
Corentyne, in the County of Berbice,
Guyana, Mr Nathoo attended St Joseph's
Anglican school, and won a scholarship at the
Government County Scholarship Examination
to attend Berbice High School. In 1957 he was
the first student in the history of the school
to pass three subjects (English, History and
Latin) at the Advanced Level of the General
Certificate of Education of the University
of London, at the time, the requirement for
admission to pursue a Bachelors’ degree at
any British, Canadian, or top tier American
university.
Following his Advanced Level passes, he
taught for three months at BHS, then served
as the Senior Master of English and Latin
at Corentyne High from 1958 to 1960. In
January 1961 he moved to Rose Hall High
School as Senior History and Latin Master,
remaining there for six months before settling
in West Coast Demerara, and transforming
the fate of many who had little hope of
gaining a secondary education to escape a life
of poverty.
According to Mr Nathoo, SHS was the
brainchild of his maternal uncle Mr Richard
Benjamin who, decades earlier, had left the
Corentyne and accepted the position of
Headmaster of Saraswat Undenominational
School in West Coast Demerara, a primary
school built by prominent Hindus, including
Messrs Pitamber Doobay, and Dr Jung
Bahadur Singh, the latter being the founder
of the Guyana (British Guiana) Maha Sabha
in 1934. Mr Benjamin recognized the need
for a secondary school in that region, and
in 1961 persuaded his nephew, despite the
latter’s initial misgivings, to start the school.
The name of the school was decided by Mr
Benjamin. Saraswat is derived from Saraswati,
the name of the Hindu Goddess of knowledge,
music, art, speech, wisdom, and learning.
Arriving on the West Coast Demerara,
Mr Nathoo made his rounds in the villages
talking with parents and encouraging them
to send their children to high school. He
explained to parents that their girls need
not be resigned to cooking and diapering,
and their boys need not follow their parents’
tradition of cutting cane or planting rice.
Furthermore, the tuition was going to be

education. As well, Mr Nathoo asserts that his completed a BA and Part 1 of the Bar exam
merely nominal. As an incentive, he launched
success at SHS would not have been possible
his school with an entrance examination,
as an external student at UK’s University of
without the influence and contribution of
and six persons with the highest marks were
London. Also, in 1969, he was one of the
his graceful and lovely wife and partner,
granted free scholarships to attend. Guyana’s
first recipients of a postgraduate Diploma in
Celina, an accomplished academician. She
main newspaper at the time carried the story
Education at the University of Guyana. In
was very much a part of Saraswat, where she
with photos of the winners.
Canada he taught English at Regina Mundi
also taught. Hers remains an untold story of
The small school, SHS, rapidly grew from
College, London, Ontario, and obtained
love, courage, and
the original 18 or
a M.A. in English from the University of
accomplishment.
so to about 300
Western Ontario.
What was so
when it closed, and
In the summer of 1980 he proceeded to the
magical about Mr
in fact produced
UK for a few months where, in record time,
Nathoo? Ramdular
many stars, with
he completed the Bar finals with honours,
Singh, another
rich stories of
qualifying as a Barrister-at-Law at Gray’s Inn,
distinguished
deliverance from
and was admitted to the Bar. Upon returning
son of Saraswat,
poverty, a recurring
to Canada he was appointed Head of the
who holds an
theme recited by
Law Department at Regina Mundi, where he
MBA in Finance
them. But the
remained until retiring in 1994. Later that
and is President
challenge was not
year he visited Guyana and was admitted to
of the Nirvana
simple for Mr
the Bar in Guyana before returning to Canada.
Humanitarian
Nathoo. During
Did he truly retire? Not really, he charged
Foundation, said
the school’s initial
on, believing in his favourite lines from
it best: “Like a
years, the strikes in
Ulysses: How dull it is to pause, to make an
flaming meteor
the sugar industry
end./To rust unburnished, not to shine!
streaking across
forced Mr Nathoo
He was subsequently appointed by the
the horizon
and his loyal staff,
Governor-General of Canada as Chair of a
illuminating the
to be innovative,
Federal Appellate Tribunal until 2007. In 2009
firmament, this
even moving at
he was appointed by the Ontario government
brilliant man
one point to a
to the Council of Registered Psychotherapists,
bestrode the three
“bottom house”
and elected twice as president of that body.
counties, dazzled
at a neighbouring
He chose not to run again, but continues his
all with whom he
village, DeWillem,
service to this day. Most of all he continues
came into contact,
during the
to teach his students, by his example, how to
empowering
turbulent years of
serve.
Julius Benjamin Nathoo with wife Celina
each to reflect
the mid 1960s. In
SHS at the right moment answered the
his radiance. Such has been the impact of
addition, added to his stress, students tried
call of the children of West Coast Demerara,
this wonderful caring compassionate, loving
to master the art of reading the principal’s
filled a void, and showed them their potential.
man of humble yet dignified upbringing…
moods, and boldly tested his patience.
They have graduated, and have lit the world,
He is a superb academic, profound thinker,
Decades later, alumnus Teekah Ramnauth,
but the original force of light, Principal
charismatic leader, intense educator, and a
observed, “Most of the students came from
Julius Benjamin Nathoo, still beams over
benevolent, gracious human being.”
homes where their parents struggled daily
them through a consortium email board,
For Mr Nathoo, SHS was but one phase of
to meet basic needs. They dreamed that
engaging in discourses and controversies as he
his distinguished career. While at SHS he had
their children will acquire the knowledge to
continues to teach to this day!
help them rise from poverty and contribute
positively to their families and society.
Many of the students from SHS successfully
completed their secondary education and
moved on to become successful business
persons and professionals.”
Indeed, many of SHS’s former students
gathered for a reunion, a marathon session
of words of gratitude, in the summer of
Chartered Professional Accountant
2015 in Queens, NY. One by one, they
Chartered Accountant
showered praise on the man who stormed
their villages, changed their lives, lifted them
Licensed Public Accountant
from poverty, and forced them to realise
their potential. Dr Hassan remembers Mr
CPA CA CFA MBA CPA (CO)
Nathoo’s gift of teaching poetry. She credits
him with inspiring her to major in English
AUDITS
TAXATION (CANADA & USA): COMPANY INCORPORATION
Literature, and to understand the importance
of academics.
• INDIVIDUALS
Despite the fact that by the late 1960’s SHS
REVIEWS
• CORPORATIONS BUSINESS PLANS
was sandwiched by two free secondary schools
• PARTNERSHIPS
at Zeelugt and Zeeburg, the school continued
to thrive. But soon it was overtaken by
COMPILATION (NTRS) • TAX PLANNING MANAGEMENT ADVISORY
political and social changes, which eventually
squeezed it out of existence in 1970 shortly
after Mr Nathoo and his family immigrated to
BOOKKEEPING
CRA AUDITS
LOANS & FINANCING:
Canada.
• BUSINESS
However, like the phoenix rising from the
ashes, years later emerged on the West Coast
PAYROLL & WSIB
HST
• EQUIPMENT
Demerara Saraswati Vidya Niketan, the
brain-child of Swami Aksharananda. SVN is
now in the top tier of secondary schools in
Guyana, and in paying tribute to Mr Nathoo,
Swamiji wrote: “It is perhaps no coincidence
Saraswati Vidya Niketan bears a name that
harkens back to the predecessor, Saraswat
High School, and it is clear that at least in
the field of education, more than any other,
we build on the endeavors and achievements
of those who have laid the foundation and
provided the inspiration. We are lucky that
Julius Nathoo is still among us, and we
are honoured that he has agreed to be our
Our practice draws on deep experience, global resources, and specialized
honoree.”
industry knowledge to advise clients on complex tax issues in Canada
Mr Benjamin, too, deserves recognition
for his work at Saraswat Undenominational,
T: 905.678.6263
E: nandlal@nandlal.ca 6750 Davand Drive, Suite 201
and his contribution to the community in
C: 416.579.4276
W: www.nandlal.ca
Mississauga, ON L5T 2L8
the years before the advent of secondary

Hera Nandlal
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NY State Assembly member-elect opens door for women, minorities
By Dhanpaul Narine
“I believe in the words of John F. Kennedy in which he spoke
about the importance of service. I knew that running for the
Assembly seat in the District was not going to be easy. But I
Jenifer Rajkumar
wasn’t going to let that stop me. As we know, I won the District
Assembly Member-Elect, District 38, NY
38 seat and became the first South Asian woman to be elected
to the New York State Assembly.”
from a wide cross-section of the community that sought
Jenifer Rajkumar’s amazing feat broke the proverbial glass
redress from discrimination. She then went to work for
ceiling, and opened the door for women and minorities. She
Governor Andrew Cuomo, and advised on immigration for the
upset the the incumbent by winning
State, among other matters.
over 70 percent of the votes, and is the
Jenifer has a diverse District that
first South Asian woman to win an
reflects America. What are her plans to
Assembly seat.
improve conditions in the District? She
It is a responsibility that she takes
wants to lead in the economic recovery
seriously. Since winning the elections,
in the District. One effective way to do
Jenifer has visited several houses
so is to help small businesses, and to
of worship, and other community
have insurance companies cover the
organisations, to express her thanks and
wages of workers that are affected by the
to outline her vision for the District.
Covid-19 pandemic.
She has also met the rank and file in the
In the field of education, Jenifer says
community, and in her own charming
that she plans to make higher education
and persuasive manner, she has won
affordable. She will also fight for after
over many to her cause. She will take
school programs. She singled out Abiba
office in January 2021 in a community
Dyuti, from Richmond Hill High
that welcomes change, and in a District
School, who was the first student from
that has a big immigrant population.
that school to attend Harvard University.
Jenifer Rajkumar was born in New
She credits the young people for being
Jenifer Rajkumar
York. Her family migrated to the US
the driving force in her campaign and
from Punjab, in India. Both of her parents are doctors, and her promises to work with them. They were passionate about
brother Rahul is also a doctor. Jenifer attended the University
change, and her campaign was like a big tent that had room for
of Pennsylvania for her undergraduate studies and Stanford
all. Jenifer was able to increase the turnout in her District and
University for her law degree. She said that her family made
she won by over 700 votes over her opponent, Mike Miller.
education the centre of the household. After graduation,
The future looks promising for Jenifer. She assumes office at
Jenifer became a civil rights attorney. She represented persons
a time when women are enjoying a high profile in politics. She

says that she would like to stay in public service and to be the
best Assemblywoman that she could possibly be in the District.
One of her immediate tasks will be to tackle the Covid-19
pandemic. She plans to set up help lines that would reach out
to minorities so they could come forward and be tested and to
make sure that the vaccines are given to those that need them.
There will also be doctors and counselors on the phone to talk
to people that are suffering from Covid-19.
On the rare occasions when Jenifer is not working, she
loves to sing karaoke to Bollywood and Western songs and to
watch opera. One of her favorite operas is Carmen and how
could one not like the Three Tenors? Jenifer is a fitness buff; she
believes in health and wellness and she works out often. What
is her advice to the young people of the community?
Jenifer says: “[Young] people should take the initiative. They
can do anything if they put their minds to it. They were an
important part of my campaign, and I thank them. Many said
they were inspired by my campaign. When you take a small
action and get involved, you never know where it will take you.
I did that when I was 16, and today I am elected to the State
Assembly.”
Jenifer pays tribute to those that have been before her and
lead the way. They include her parents, suffragette Alice Paul
who built upon the movement that was started by Susan B.
Anthony. The movement required courage and determination
in the face of great odds, a picture that could sum up the fight
by Jenifer to win her Assembly seat. She wants people to know
that her victory belongs to them. It was a people’s victory.
We wish Jenifer well and we are confident that she will
make the community proud. For her dedication, hard work,
inclusion and vision, and for conquering the odds in becoming
the first South Asian to be elected to the to the New York
State Assembly, we are proud to name Jenifer Rajkumar as our
Profile of the Year 2020.

By Dhanpaul Narine
ead, dance, pray, sing, love, laugh, eat, celebrate, and
appreciate. And yes, you are allowed to worry because
positive worry is good. We all want to be happy. We
resent being thrown off our axis. Our everyday existence is a
search for happiness. Our consciousness is bombarded with
wants, desires, information, and materialism that we often lose
our sense of balance.
The world is trying to throw you off balance and events
are conspiring to make your life
miserable. It is time for new
beginnings. The moment is ripe
for a life of balance where peace
of mind will help us to reach
our true potential. It is simpler
than it seems. The idea is to
realise that material objects
alone cannot bring about this
balance. We need spiritual and
emotional wellness to connect with our
inner selves, and to create the conditions for a
balanced life.
How does this balance occur? Most
people agree that the physical self needs
attention. You can accomplish little if
you are unwell or unhealthy. The first goal
then is to have a healthy body. In addition
to exercises, eating healthy, playing sports,
walking or reading are all recommended. The
aim is to do these in moderation. If you overexert yourself it would be like burning the
candle at both ends, and this does no one any
good.
Balance means setting goals and priorities.
What is really important to you? If it is to get an
academic qualification, a job, get married, or start
a family the approach is still the same. You need
to take your time, make a plan and stick to it.
If you run without thinking or planning, the
chances are that you will bite off more than you
can handle, and when that happens you will feel
overwhelmed. It becomes a recipe for failure.
It goes without saying that organising and
structure are important. There are those that may
want to make a list and periodically revisit it to
determine what has been achieved and what is still to be
done. But in any plan things will go wrong. The rule here is to
expect the unexpected, and when your projects are derailed
you should work to bring them back on track. It helps if you
can see the funny side of life sometimes and laugh and tell
yourself that in life setbacks are just temporary.

happiness will multiply.
There is much that has been written about living life in
the present. It does not mean that you have to forget the
past. Indeed in order to live a balanced life one should learn
the lessons from the past and use them to plan the present.
Everyday is a new day, a fresh start, a beginning with purpose.
Don’t waste it. Rather, focus on the present, use the sum total
of your experiences and choose to be happy. Celebrate yourself
by being your own best friend. When this happens you will
find it easier to connect with others and to be kind to them.
How would you know if you are living a balanced life? The
most apparent sign is that you enjoy life. You wake up greeting
the world with a smile. You find yourself happy without any
particular reason and you want to share it with others. But life
is not all about smiles. There are times when your plans might
go in a different direction and you find yourself dejected. How
do you maintain your balance in such a situation?
When this happens you should listen to yourself. What are
you hearing? Once you have identified the problem you should
take steps to fix it. Tell yourself that it is no use becoming
depressed and go into a shell. Your body and mind want you
to find a solution so you should seek help, and there are ways
in which this can be done if you really try. In many cases
speaking to someone can be a good start.
But there are situations that cannot be changed no matter
how hard you try. The death of a loved one, the loss of a job,
having to move your residence because of various reasons,
and so on, are cases that call for positive thinking. Worrying
negatively about them won’t change anything, and it’s no point
blaming yourself. Rather, you should emerge stronger from the
experience. Positive worry allows you to face reality.
One of the most neglected aspects of balance is patience. We
are always in a hurry. We live in an instant society. We want to
see the results now and social media adds to our frustration.
But patience is indeed a virtue. According to one psychologist,
“patience leads to mindfulness and mindfulness brings you
balance”. If you practice patience, then you do not lose your
temper in the traffic, or waiting in a line to be served. Why get
angry over little things, when the universe has so much beauty
to enjoy?
How about keeping life simple? You constantly hear that
someone wants to live the simple life. What does this mean?
Simplicity means keeping things in perspective. It is said that
simplicity is perhaps most important in keeping one’s balance,
because in balance everything is simple. Keep it simple
because simplicity is the best virtue. If you keep your diet,
relationships, work schedules, faith, and time-keeping simple,
then it would be easier for you to let go of the unimportant
things, and to maintain the balance you need to move forward.
Finally, be kind to all. As Confucius says, “A person who is
really kind can never be unhappy.”
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Live a life of balance: find peace of mind, sing, & celebrate
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We live in a society in which people are on the go most of
the time. There are persons that hold down several jobs with
little time for anything else. They work seven days a week, and
will not listen when they are told to take regular check-ups.
Unfortunately, an illness in such situations can be serious. You
should try to find time for yourself and also for others. The
maxim “do unto others” still holds true.
An essential aspect of
maintaining balance is how
far you are able to go out
of your way to help those in
need. Remember, a kind
word from you or a visit
to someone who is not
well can go a far way to
help them and to keep
your emotional balance in
good health. You never know what
difference a word from you can make in the
lives of others. The rule is to just be
nice. Being nice is a powerful
tonic, and many of us are
still to unlock its magic.
It is important to foster
an attitude of gratitude,
but to do so silently does
not make much sense. Gratitude
needs to be expressed. People should
know that you care, so take time
off and let someone see how
much you care and appreciate
them. In this age of social media
expressing gratitude is easy. Then
there is service to others. Volunteering your time
for a social cause brings enormous benefits.
Mahatma Gandhi says, “The best way to find
yourself is to lose yourself in the service of
others.” If you can find the time to help others
without looking for any thing in return it is
even better.
The secret to living a balanced life means
giving thanks for small things. It is good to be
thankful for what you have because in this way
the chances are you will end up having more.
If you lose sleep and worry about what you don’t
have, then you will end up being nervous, unsure of
yourself, and envious of others. You will think that you don’t
have enough, and if you keep thinking that way you probably
never will. It is only when you have inner peace that you can
positively influence the lives of others. At the beginning of
each day list four things for which you are grateful and your
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A Trini Christmas: When a ‘lime’ turns sweet
Ponche-de-Crème recipes are for the most part handed
down through the generations with eyeball quantities
rather than hard and fast measurements, and the making
is generally a family affair done at Christmas as the sweet
notes of parang music mix with some ole’ talk. Of course,
as much is drunk during the process as is bottled, but that’s
what makes the lime sweet! Tishana Williams https://
www.largeup.com/2013/12/03/ponche-de-creme/

T

he quotation above from Williams is a heady mix of
main ingredients that go into making Christmas in
Trinidad and Tobago a flavourful and memorable
affair. As an aside, it important to note that at the time she
was writing, Williams did not have one sip too many of the
delicious, full-bodied ponche-a-crème when she talks about
“what makes the lime sweet”. For the record, a lime is one sour
citrus fruit; however, in T&T lingo, to “buss a lime” means an
informal, fun-time get-together, which turns “sweet too-too
bad” when a good time is being had by all.
And that happens come Christmas morning.
Yes, it is true: drinking ponche-de-crème in large quantities
is bound to turn any Christmas “lime sweet”, since the
homemade drink literally packs quite a punch! Ponche-a-crème
is a sophisticated alcoholic and milky punch made during
the Christmas season using ingredients such as evaporated or
coconut milk, sometimes eggs, is highly sweetened, at times
with condensed milk, and flavourfully spiced with bitters and
nutmeg, and for the coup de grâce, generously splashed with
strong rum.
In closed and too-tight circles, as a liqueur ponche-a-crème
is drunk in a classy glass with a stem so tiny that
the pinky sticks out, the rim of the glass barely
touches the lips, and the “Rs” are rolled
while slurring about how the Royal’s Rolls
Royce remains ritzy. However, for the
rest of us who are fun-loving Trinis,
ponche-a-crème is gulped out of a
chipped rum-shop glass, or poured
into a plain glass discoloured with
water stains, and topped with chunks
of irregularly cracked ice.
Also, if a bottle of dark rum is
at hand, and which is never in short
supply on a Christmas morning kitchen
table, standing tall, and typically half-empty
among the other goodies, the ponche-a-crème is
topped up using the eyeball as a measuring glass with a
good few shots of the really hard stuff.
Ponche-a-crème is an original import into T&T from
Venezuela, and is today a vital ingredient in the national
Christmas “lime” (still not the fruit), as is another Venezuelan
cultural import, parang music.
When Williams writes above that the preparation of ponchea-crème also includes copious imbibement in volumes that
surpass the final, bottled product, she is most likely hinting
that what is left afterwards then becomes hands-off, since
it has been put aside for forthcoming consumption by the
parrenderos, namely the singers of parang, who make their
way up the street on Christmas morning. A parang
band, and its parrenderos, or performers, is
a group of singers who stop to “parang”,
or sing, at front gates, even as they
imbibe ponche-a-crème, feast on ham
sandwiches, and compliment the lady
of the house on the earthy flavours in her
remarkable Trinidad black cake.
So, as yet another historical Venezuelan
import, parang is celebration in song and
music of the birth of the Saviour, the reason for
the season, and the Christmas seasonings. The
roving band is made up with the four-stringed
cuatro, the chic-chic-chic of maracas, the boomboom of the box-bass, a guitar or two, and the lilting
voices of the women and men, all singing in Spanish.
Even as the band eats and drinks its way down the street,
households are active and frenetic in making preparations to
greet the singers when they arrive at the front gate, since a visit
by a parang group is a compliment to the household. When
the band arrives, it settles into formation, the instruments
re-tuned, and with the countdown, uno, dos, tres, a flourish of
strumming, to the accompaniment of the wooden percussion
of the tock-tock, now the mandolin joins in, and then the
women’s voices, mellifluous, the harmony aided by the liquor
from the ponche-a-crème consumed moments before.
Right away, the “lime’ turn sweet, too-too bad!
The Spanish voices are energetic, the beat rapid, enough to
make the entire household break out into collective song and
dance, one of the more well-known moves being the two step
around the kitchen table. Of course, the head of the household
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is leading the charge of the song-and-dance brigade, rapidly
skimming down the front steps, and with hand on hips, takes
a few preparatory shuffles and a waist-bending bow on the
landing before swimming out with wide-opened, inviting arms
to open the gate to let the parrenderos into the front yard.
All of this cannot be accomplished by the most senior head
of the house without prior imbibement, which in the Trini
lingo is described as getting into “the sauce this early morning”.
Now for the uninitiated, “getting into the sauce” has nothing to
do with drowning fries in ketchup. On a Christmas morning,
it means a quick eye-opener, or two, perhaps chased with black
coffee, but typically done discreetly, when the better half of the
house is distracted slicing the ham for sandwiches.
It takes just one drink for the feet to acquire independence
from the brain. Two houses away, the shouts by the
approaching parrenderos are loud and clear:
“Baila! Baila! Levantar! Levantar!” Dance! Dance! Awake!
Awake!
Even as the feet detach from the control by the brain, at
the same time it also acquires its own ears, and responds to
the call, “Baila! Baila!” by knottily dancing on its own, to the
discreet laughter by the more agile dancers in the household.
Meanwhile, the ham sandwiches are being prepared, the
bread being T&T’s homemade version of a large dinner roll
called “Hops”. It is generously pasted with a local relish, Chow
Chow, and stacked on a tray, which in Trini lingo is still called
a “waiter”. Meanwhile, in another “waiter”, smaller slices of
black cake are being piled-on and interlocked like tiny Lego
bricks, the matriarch closely supervising each piece. In this
case, size matters, since the cake is quite rich, expensive to
make, and is as precious as a 12-year-old rum. It means each
slice, luxuriant with soaked fruit, doused in brandy or fortified
wine, and caramelised with sugar, is cut into such a small
piece there must be no overhang when placed onto a
teaspoon.
The traditions surrounding the T&T black cake
are as rich as its ingredients. Also known as a fruit
cake, its genesis is as old as the Good Book,
the recipe generations of biblical begats
old. This one started in October, with
assorted fruits: raisins, currants, prunes,
and cherries, soaked in alcohol, the
recipe’s finish whispered on how much
cherry or apricot brandy, dark rum,
or fortified red wine to pour to get the
correct consistency.
Stories abound in the four corners of
T&T when a 12-year-old bottle of rum
was inadvertently used to soak the fruits. As all anecdotes in
the Trini lingo has to be summed up with conclusive phrases,
such as “Crick-crack”, in this case, it is: “Papa-yo! Mama-yo!
Look how trouble land in that house! You mean miss-lady
didn’t read the front of the bottle and see is the man precious
12-year-old rum she putting in the cake?”
There is even an air of secrecy in some households
when the the fruit is soaked in its large bottles. At
times it is actually hidden inside dark cupboards, or
pushed underneath a bed. To hide the soaking fruit is to
lessen temptation so there is no progressive lowering
of the level of fruit in its bottles. Of course, it is not
easy for the man-of-the-house to blame the “angel’s
share” for the disappearing fruit, this ullage being
the wine that evaporates, literally into thin air, in
wineries. Also, it is even harder to explain the
fruit’s disappearance after the perpetrator is seen
wiping his lips with the back of the forearm, a
dead giveaway of red-handed pilferage.
It is said in the Trini parlance that the
matriarch of a household has a “sweet”
hand, meaning when it touches a pot, the
outcome is bound to be savoury and delicious.
Come Christmas morning, with the parrenderos
strumming, the singers swaying, and the shak-shak going
chica-chica, sometimes a voice is raised above the singing,
the music, and feet pounding on the creaking floorboards,
exclaiming: “The hand that boil this ham over sweet!”
In T&T, the Christmas ham is typically the pièce de
résistance on the table of goodness, and is the first to perish
after the parrenderos descend. Boiled in the backyard in a
pitch-oil tin on a woodfire, the ham acquires flavours of
woodsmoke that blends in with the cloves, honey and garlic,
and caramalised pineapples. If the matriarch’s hand is truly
sweet, then her ham disappears even faster than the bottle of
rum. Consequently, her face turns sour as a lime, and this time
it is really the citrus fruit that is meant.
But Trinis are well-known for having back-up plans, for
unknown to other exploring fingers in the household, a second
ham has been secreted underneath the bed, where the rumsoaked fruits formerly resided, for just this contingency. (RK)

‘The year 2020 has
been like no other’
By Leila Daljit
easons Greetings from myself and the
Board of Directors of the Indo Caribbean
Golden Age Association. As the year
draws to a close, many of us stop and reflect on
what kind of year it has been.
I think you would agree that 2020 has been a
year like no other.
In our reflections, many of us this year will
be holding loving memories of dear ones who
have passed. I would be remiss if I did not
acknowledge the particular hardships of loss
this year. Never before have we experienced the
challenge of saying goodbye to our loved ones
amidst the confines of a pandemic.
I know this year many of us were unable to
pay our respects and say our goodbyes in person
to dearly departed family and friends. We could
not gather and comfort each other during times
of loss and hardship. In this way, 2020 was a
particularly challenging year for many, but your
resiliency shined through. You stayed connected
through phone calls, cards, email, online chats,
and most of all, through the power of love and
prayer.
Although this year brought different times,
it is important we acknowledge that there were
some good times, and many good deeds.
President Shaw Jaundoo and past President
Tulsi Persaud, along with many volunteers,
prepared and delivered dinners to many of our
members over the months. Some of us learned
how to use WhatsApp, FaceTime, or Zoom.
We took advantage of the good weather to
sit outside and enjoy the fresh air; and we kept
learning – learning how to stay safe; learning how
to wear our masks, and learning how to social
distance. We let our hair get long, and for some, a
little greyer.
But most of all, we stayed the course, and
continue to do so while we also stay positive.
It is your positivity that has been the special
ingredient that keeps the ICGAA moving
forward, and looking forward. When I look
ahead, I realise that in 2022 the ICGAA will
be celebrating our 30th anniversary. What a
milestone that will be.
The Board and I are looking forward to the
continued evolution of the Association as we
witness the change from our first generation of
Golden Age Seniors to the next generation of
membership who are now between the ages of 55
and 60. This is a new era of Golden Agers, who
have lived much of their adult life in Canada.
Although their work and careers are here,
and they raise families as Canadians, they have
a continued desire to embrace and share their
Caribbean culture, camaraderie, and social
interactions, which is most heartwarming to us
and a credit to you all.
We look forward to the time when we will be
able to meet in person and resume the fun and
good times of your Golden Age. Until then its so
important that you keep up your connections and
your spirits. We want you to stay safe and be well.
On behalf of the Board of Directors, ICGAA
sponsors, and our dedicated team of volunteers,
we wish each and everyone of you “Happy and
Healthy Holidays”.

S

Leila Daljit is a co-founder of the ICGAA.
Visit ICGAA’s website at: http://icgaaseniors.ca/.
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Seminal Seymour: Poet, anthologist, critic, & editor
By Romeo Kaseram
describes as “one of the leading literary magazines of its time
rthur James Seymour was born on January 12, 1914
(1945-61) in the English-language Caribbean”. As Brown goes
in Georgetown, in what was then British Guiana, to
on to note, Kyk-over-al was founded in a time when “local
father, James Tudor Seymour, a land surveyor, and
interest in the region’s literature was minimal, and given the
wife Philippine, née Dey. The young Seymour attended the
severely limited readership then… for literature in general,
Collegiate School and the Guyanese Academy before entering
[Kyk-over-al] was one of the rare outlets for young West Indian
Queen’s College on a Government Junior Scholarship in 1928.
writers, several of whom… emerged …as the major voices of
Additionally, as Wikipedia notes, at the time Queen’s was the
literature”. As Wikipedia informs, Kyk-over-al was named after
colony’s most prestigious boys’ school.
an early Dutch fort that was located on the Essequibo River.
Writing in Fifty Caribbean Writers: A Bio-bibliographical
While McDonald also cites Kyk-over-al as a significant,
Critical Sourcebook (ed. Daryl Cumber
pioneering insertion into emerging Caribbean’s
Dance), Lloyd W. Brown tells us that like
literary narratives, at the same time he also
his father before him, Seymour “joined
acknowledges Seymour’s dedication of more
the civil service in 1933, first as an unpaid
than 50 years of his life to “the literature and
volunteer”. Additional details are available
cultural development” of Guyana. McDonald
from Wikipedia, where it notes he started
also declares that Seymour was a prolific poet.
off working in the Postal and Income Tax
As McDonald tells us, “When Seymour
Departments, before joining the Bureau of
began his work in the 1930s, nearly every
Publicity and Information; by 1954, he had
literary mould needed to be broken. The
worked his way up to the position of Head of
empire had not yet begun to fade, and its
Government Information Services.
legacy was unquestioned. The status of his
According to Brown, Seymour also served
country was colonial, the mentality dependent,
in appointments as Deputy Chairman in the
the culture derivative. Seymour was on of the
Department of Culture, and was Information
chief designers and architects of post-colonial
A.J. Seymour
Officer at the Central Secretariat of the
structures of thought, art and writing in
Caribbean Organisation in Puerto Rico from 1962-1964.
Guyana and the Caribbean.”
Brown also tells us Seymour worked in the bauxite industry
He adds, “In Kyk-over-al [Seymour] published the work
with the Demerara Bauxite Company as its community
of many who later became leading Caribbean writers, such
relations officer, and later, as its public relations officer.
as [Wilson Harris, Martin Carter, and Ian McDonald], and
Writing in the Encyclopedia of Post-Colonial Literatures in
explored what were to become the roots of a genuinely
English (eds. Eugene Benson & L.W. Conolly), Ian McDonald
Caribbean culture. In Kyk-over-al Seymour voiced and
adds that in 1973, Seymour was appointed Deputy Chair
debated the concerns of a new and increasingly independent
of the Department of Culture in Guyana, and director of
generation of Guyanese and West Indians.”
Creative Writing. Brown tops up Seymour’s growing list of
There was yet another Seymour project, the Miniature
even more accomplishments, telling us throughout his career
Poets series, which was published between 1951-1953. As
in communications, he “pursued another career of sorts”,
Brown tells us, it was a poetry pamphlet series, and featured,
namely, “activist, organiser, and leader on a wide variety of
among others, works by Harris, Carter, Ellsworth McG. Keane,
community and cultural groups”. Among these were the Boys’
Harold Telemaque, Philip Sherlock, Wordsworth McAndrew,
Brigade, Tourist Committee, International PEN Club, library
and Frank Collymore. Also, Seymour’s literary energies saw
committees, Caribbean Conservation Association, and the
him journeying abroad on lectureships and poetry readings
Guyana National Trust. As Brown sums it up, “Given his
in other Caribbean nations, Brazil, the US, and what was then
activist bent, it is not surprising that a great deal of this ‘other’
West Germany.
career focused on organising and directing events or forums
Wikipedia informs us that Seymour began writing poetry
related to literature and the other arts.”
as early as 1936, and had completed his first collection, Verse,
It is also not surprising that Seymour’s vast social energy
by 1937; his second collection, More Poems, was published
also led to him being the founder of Kyk-over-al, which Brown
in 1940. His later, major collections, as noted by Wikipedia,

A
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er screeching voice snatched me out of sleep in the
middle of the night. The hair on the back of my neck
stood on end, and I shivered from a chill when she
yanked the bedcover away, leaving me exposed and vulnerable.
Fear paralysed me. I prayed for her to go away, but her foul
breath continued to assault my ear.
“Wake up, you pathetic excuse of a man.” Her words made
me cringe as they had done throughout our marriage. “Think
you can get away with murder?” Her high-pitched voice
pulsated in my brain.
“Walter, wake up!” A hand on my shoulder shook me
forcefully. “You’re having that nightmare again.”
“That woman.” My heart pounded against my ribcage. “She
thinks she is my wife and that I murdered her,” I spoke to
Dorie, my real-life wife. “I don’t know why I associate her with
the name Mirabella.”
“You have the same nightmare every night.” Concern
crept into Dorie’s voice. “I’ll call Dr Allen and make an
appointment.”
“I’m not sure that a medical doctor can help, but I’m sure
he can refer us to a psychologist.” My heart gradually slowed,
and my mind cleared. Dorie did not know that the dreams had
started to manifest into physical contact with the woman who
claimed to be my murdered wife, even though Dorie and I had
been high school sweethearts.
On Dr Allen’s recommendation, Dorie and I visited a
psychologist who exhausted all efforts, including hypnosis,
without finding answers. The persistent nightmares continued
unabated, and the violence escalated a little more each night.
The vengeful whispers grew louder and angrier. Black and blue
marks appeared over my body where I dreamt she had hit me.
A visit to a psychic did not help. Madame Suzetta welcomed
us into her tiny, darkened home and beckoned for us to take
seats at a small round dining table covered with a white linen
tablecloth. A loud gasp escaped her lips, and the blood drained
from her face after she spread out her pack of tarot cards
between herself and the crystal ball in the centre of the table.
My heart skipped a beat, and Dorie grabbed my hand under
the table when the psychic bellowed a blood-curdling scream.
We sprang up, knocking our chairs over, and hurried out of the
door.
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include Leaves from the Tree (1951), Selected Poems (1965),
Patterns (1970), My Lovely Native Land (1971), and Selected
Poems (1983). The tribute volume, which is edited by
McDonald, is called AJS at 70 (1984), and contains a selection
of 15 poems under the title, ‘The Essential Seymour’, and
which were selected by Seymour himself. Seymour’s Collected
Poems, 1937-1989 (2000), was also edited by McDonald, and
Jaqueline de Weever.
While Brown notes that Seymour’s early work reflects “the
sensibilities of an older, colonial generation who response
to their society was a far cry from the vigorous protests and
intense creativity of the post-war generation”, he adds that
later shifts in the oeuvre saw the poet lending “his voice to
the themes of post-war nationalism and post-independence
self-appraisal” that have since dominated Caribbean postcolonial narratives. As Brown goes on to note, in Seymour’s
later body of work, it is possible to detect “significant shifts
from an earlier, neo-Victorian derivativeness to an imaginative
blending of folk and traditional literary forms, the kind of
blending which one has come to expect in the ‘progress’
mainstream of current West Indian poetry”.
Brown tells us conclusively, that Seymour is one of very few
Caribbean writers, “in any genre, whose work is an important
mirror not only of his personal development, but of West
Indian poetry as a whole”. As well, since Seymour did not limit
his literary output to only poetry, “his contributions to the
region’s literary history must be weighed in other ways as well
– particularly the roles he… played in fostering the literature,
as anthologist, critic, and editor during those crucial postwar years when the idea of creating or criticising West Indian
literature was taken seriously only by a handful of believers
like himself ”.
Seymour did much of it on his own, Brown notes: he
published most of his work at his own expense in Guyana,
while “pursuing a career as a local civil servant, and while
finding additional time for a variety of public appointments”.
Described as “a seminal figure” by McDonald, and by Brown
as “Guyana’s durable ‘man of letters’”, in the words of the latter,
Seymour’s indefatigable energy and commitment remain an
enduring legacy, one where he “carved a significant niche for
himself in West Indian literature”. He died on December 25,
1989.
Sources: Wikipedia; Fifty Caribbean Writers: A Biobibliographical Critical Sourcebook; and Encyclopedia of PostColonial Literatures in English.

N i ght W h isp e r s

Sleep eluded us that night. With all the
lights on, we hugged and talked until the
break of dawn. We felt a heavy atmosphere
of uneasiness hanging over us and jumped
at every sound.
“You know, Walter,” Dorie whispered.
“My grandfather’s stepsister, Melba, was
born in Haiti, where they practice the
voodoo religion. They believe the spirit
of the dead walk among us.” She had never mentioned this
before. “Since nothing else seems to work…” She left the
statement open to test my reaction.
“Dorie, at this point, I am willing to try anything,” I
reassured her. “What do we have to lose?”
“I’ll call grandpa.” She glanced at the clock. “He’s an early
riser.”
We took the four-hour drive into the country. When we
arrived at the small livestock farm, Dorie’s grandpa and Melba,
white-haired widowed octogenarians, greeted us with rural
folks’ usual warmth and hospitality.
After tea and pancakes on the dilapidated shack’s porch,
grandpa lit the tobacco in his pipe while we launched into the
reason for our visit.
“Get a chicken, George.” Melba rolled her wheelchair into
the house. “You two follow me.”
We entered a bedroom that Melba had converted into a
place of worship. We sat on the wooden floor at the edge of
a large round brass tub. Our host uncapped several vials and
sprinkled their different-coloured powders into the tub.
When George arrived with a chicken dangling by its feet in
one hand and a razor-sharp knife in the other, Melba nodded
to him. George lowered the chicken into the center of the tub
and puffed his pipe to blow the tobacco smoke onto the fowl.
Melba chanted words in a foreign language while she took the
knife from George and beheaded the chicken. The fluttering
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bird’s blood sprayed into the tub and started
to bubble and steam when it came into contact
with the powders. Dorie shrieked before she
fell to the floor and started to twist her body
into impossible shapes. Her eyes rolled into
her forehead. Melba used the knife to slice a
handful of Dorie’s hair, which she threw onto
the gurgling blood. Dorie’s body went limp. I scooped her up
and cuddled her. George dropped the chicken into a nearby
bucket and lifted the tub to drain the bloody mixture into a
jar that Melba had placed on the ground. Melba wiped the
tub clean with a white rag and dropped it into the jar before
screwing on its lid.
“Bury it with the chicken,” Melba instructed George, who
left with the bucket and jar. “Not one inch less than six feet.”
She spoke to his back as he disappeared out the door.
When George returned, Melba unraveled the mystery. She
said that I was a witch-hunter in a past life with the king’s
authority to destroy witches.
When I had burned Mirabella’s grandmother at the stake, it
had awakened the dormant witch running through her veins.
Mirabella had sought revenge by making my life miserable.
When I had discovered that she had a secret life as a high
priestess in her coven, I had no choice but to rid society of her.
She had used her last breath to curse me with revenge before
the flames had engulfed her and sent her dark soul to hell
until kids inadvertently released her by opening a portal while
playing a game of Ouija.
Mirabella had sought refuge in Dorie’s body to assault me
and turn the video camera off after rewinding and erasing
the footage. She had planned to torture me into insanity until
death and use Dorie’s body to dwell among the living and
resurrect her coven.
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Strengthen UNC internally - experts

Port-of-Spain – Now that the UNC membership has given
Kamla Persad-Bissessar a fresh mandate to lead, the objective
ahead of her is to invigorate the party to ensure it does not go
back into slumber, only to awaken when the next general elections are due in 2025.
So said political analysts Dr Bishnu Ragoonath and Indera
Sagewan last week following the UNC’s internal elections,
which was held earlier this month. According to both analysts,
the UNC must now focus on rebuilding itself, and on becoming
more nationally attractive.
According to Sagewan, that the results turned in favour of
Persad-Bissessar were not unexpected; however, she said the
UNC needs to be strengthened internally, and cannot win a
general election in its present state.
Sagewan noted that a stronger Opposition is needed to hold
the government to account, since the overall governmental
structure now operating in Trinidad and Tobago is not heading
in the direction that nationals want.
“[Persad-Bissessar’s] team is absolutely lacking in the kind
of experience that is required in order to take on the PNM,”
she said.
Sagewan felt that Persad-Bissessar could use the Senate
appointments to show up the experienced members.
“This is not a cake shop you’re going to run. This is a country
with billions of dollars; people want to see leaders with experience and knowledge,” she said.
Sagewan also noted that the low voter turnout showed
Persad-Bissessar’s challenger, Vasant Bharath, was unable to
motivate the UNC’s base for support. Commenting further on
Bharath’s loss, Sagewan said he should engage in introspection,
since being unable to defeat Persad-Bissessar, who herself lost
a major general election, meant he was still unable to make a
convincing impact with his leadership challenge.
There were also takeaways for Persad-Bissessar from this
divisive internal election, Sagewan said. Among them was that
she needs to address the issues and concerns that were raised
about the UNC during the campaign. Sagewan said the unfolding events beg the question whether UNC membership itself
wants change.
On the other hand, Ragoonath said the UNC should not go
“a slumber in a way it has done in the past”.
According to Ragoonath, what is noticeable is outside of an

election period, the UNC tends to go into a slumber, only to
awaken a month or two before a general elections, when the
party then begins to hold its weekly public meetings.
Ragoonath said the UNC needs to constantly mobilise its
supporters moving forward, and that it must begin rebuilding
its outreach and institutions. The UNC also needs to develop
strategic planning mechanisms, he declared.
According to Ragoonath, between 2010-2015 the PNM
rebuilt its party from the bottom up, a model that the UNC
should follow.
He said former party members who are more supportive of
Persad-Bissessar can be utilised in party rebuilding of extensions such as the Women’s Arm.
Ragoonath also noted Bharath should have been capable of
energising the UNC membership, but clearly some of his campaign strategies had “backfired”.
According to Ragoonath, in the past when Bharath lost the
leadership election, he withdrew and kept a low profile. If he
continued with this withdrawal, only to return during campaigning whenever there is a leadership election, then he might
remain consistent with the same losses, Ragoonath said.
What Bharath should do is build his stocks up within the
UNC, and it so doing, enter into the national arena, Ragoonath
declared.

Low turnout sees majority choosing Star team

Port-of-Spain – It was a low voter turnout for the December
6 UNC internal elections, with 17,066 votes cast across Trinidad
and Tobago out of a pool of 115,000 financial members.
The majority of the votes cast were in favour of Kamla
Persad-Bissessar’s Star team, which was given the mandate with
14,873 votes to take the UNC forward. Voters attended 37 polling stations across Trinidad and Tobago to select the UNC’s new
party executive.
Challenger for the UNC leadership, Vasant Bharath, who led
the Lotus team, received 2,362 votes. However, it was unusual
that Bharath, leader of the Lotus pack, did not pull in most of
the votes for the losing team.
Instead, the dubious honour for the recipient of the most
votes for the losing team went to Hersheal Ramesar, who
received 2,538 checkmarks to support his failed bid to head the

Bharath seeks healing, attacks Persad-Bissessar
Port-of-Spain – While he was conciliatory and simultaneously appealing for healing on the night he lost yet another
bid to lead the UNC, days later Vasant Bharath was once again
attacking its leader, Kamla Persad-Bissessar.
It was during his concession statement on the night of
December 6 when Bharath made an inclusive appeal to PersadBissessar to embrace all members, and for her to set out rebuilding the UNC.
Said Bharath: “With the electoral process behind us, I urge
all party members not to engage
in recriminations. Antagonism
and reproach would only harm
an organisation that requires the
commitment and united purpose
of all its human resources in order
to displace the failed PNM at the
next general election.”
Also, dipping into statesmanship, Bharath added, “I implore
Ms Persad-Bissessar to embrace
and integrate all party supporters
Vasant Bharath
and sympathisers in the essential
organisational restructuring that is required, if the UNC is to
become a viable political force.”
However, days later, Bharath was singing a different tune,
claiming the UNC was corrupt to its core, and that PersadBissessar’s leadership was self-centred, and not in the interest of
the wider membership.
Riffing off Persad-Bissessar’s call for unity following the divisive and bitter internal elections, Bharath said her words were
mere “empty rhetoric”, and noted his past overtures to aid the
UNC went unheeded. The rejections had fortified his resolve to
wrest the leadership from Persad-Bissessar, and he declared he
would not give up in trying to bring about change in the UNC.
Said Bharath: “I don't believe there is room for a third party
in Trinidad and Tobago, but I believe the party has reached a
point where it is likely to almost go into extinction; much in the
same way the [Democratic Labour Party] did, simply because
of the selfishness and the need for self-preservation of a failed
leader.”
Bharath noted that Persad-Bissessar cannot take the party
into the 2025 General Elections, not with the electorate seeing
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her as an unattractive option.
He also expressed disappointment with the election results.
However, he noted that what emerged out of the figures was out
of 125,000 UNC members, only a mere 17,000 voters turned out
on December 6.
According to Bharath, the low turnout was indicative of
apathy towards the UNC, and further reinforced his position
that the party is no longer attractive, not even to its own membership.
Bharath claimed the Lotus team he fielded for the elections
was “far superior” in quality, and for the plans that were presented to rebuild the UNC.
“But the party is really corrupt to the core, and the offices
of the party as completely and totally corrupt, and, therefore,
they have corrupted the system to suit themselves… [staying]
in office as long as they possibly can to the detriment of their
members and the country,” he said.

Party irreparable - Panday
Port-of-Spain – The current leadership of the UNC will not
be able to navigate the UNC back into the government since it
has lost the base, the party’s founder Basdeo Panday said last
week.
Panday was commenting on the results of the UNC’s internal
elections, which were held earlier this month. According to data
from the elections, 17,066 voters turned up at the polls from a
pool of 115,000 financial members.
Panday said UNC leader Kamla Persad-Bissessar had killed
the party, which he formed in 1989 out of the unification of
Opposition forces.
“The UNC is going to die. It is already dead for all intents and
purposes,” he said. Additionally, “Any party that cannot bring
out its voters in such a high-paced campaign means the rank
and file have lost interest in the party.” He added it was now
difficult to build interest and momentum in the UNC, as it was
now “beyond repair”.
However, all was not lost, Panday said.
“It is a great opportunity for the country to get together, and
form a united opposition, which excludes the whole question of
race; a party that unites people, rather than dividing as the PNM
and [Persad-Bissessar] did,” he said.
Formation of a new party with such an objective could bring

UNC as its deputy chairman.
The former UNC parliamentarians on the Lotus slate were
also unable to muster enough support to take away contested
executive roles. Former Couva North MP Ramona Ramdial
could only muster up 1,949 votes in her failed bid for deputy
leader, with former Senator Larry Lalla tallying 2,262 losing
votes for Chairman.
Bharath’s three deputy leaders were unable to attract 2,000
votes, with businessman Robert Amar, who ran as an independent, receiving 1,249 votes.
Persad-Bissessar received the highest number of votes, with
the Star team making a clean sweep of the elections. The second-highest count went to Sean Sobers, who contested the position of Policy & Strategy Officer. Opposition Senator Jearlean
John got the highest number of votes for deputy political leader
with 13,805 votes.
In delivering remarks following the elections, Bissessar
extended an olive branch to Bharath and his team, while calling
for a united front to remove the PNM from the government.
The main political opponent was the PNM, she emphasised.
Said Persad-Bissessar: “It is a battle well fought. We are UNC
and we are proud. We continue to stay united, and that’s what
we’ll be. Whether opponents, or on the same Star team, we have
one goal, one aim, one focus, one mission, one vision, to join
together get stronger and stronger. Let us take out the PNM
politically. Let us take them out. That is the way I see the way
forward for us.”
Persad-Bissessar said under her leadership she will work
towards making the UNC stronger and united.
“… [We] have a way to go forward to continue to make our
party stronger and stronger, and to really attack our real political opponents, which is the PNM. We will stay focused. We
will stay strong. We will stay together, and focus on getting this
very incompetent government out of office, which is the PNM,”
Persad-Bissessar said.

Basdeo Panday
an end to tribal politics, he claimed.
“It’s a slow change, but any right-thinking person will see
what has happened in this election, and that is… the Opposition
could never take the government if they can’t get the people to
come out and vote for them,” he said.
Commenting on the voices that opposed Persad-Bissessar
for the recently-concluded internal elections, Panday said those
who went up against her had no political future even before
they contested.
However, a new party is the only remedy to take the PNM out
of office. Additionally, he declared the electorate was clamouring for change.
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Internet goes down in T&T
Curaçao blackout hits businesses, schools

Port-of-Spain – A massive power blackout with expected and temporary failures from our
in Curaçao rippled across to Trinidad and service providers,” a bank spokesperson said.
Tobago early last week leaving businesses,
Trinidad and Tobago Chamber President
schools, and public entities without Internet Reyaz Ahamad described the incident as
connection during the first few hours of the “unfortunate”. He added, “The Chamber got
working day.
many calls from the business community tryThe outage left tens of thousands of users ing to find out what was going on. While it is
scrambling to connect to the Internet, with unfortunate what took place, it shows our relithe Telecommunications Authority of Trinidad ance on digital format, and when these things
and Tobago not forthcoming with informa- happen they should be communicated proption on what had caused
erly, and that the system
the loss of service, and
goes back online as soon
an estimate when it
as possible.”
would return. Instead, the
He added: “Because of
authority issued a pithy
this, there was an obvious
statement: “The problem
loss of productivity and
arose due to a disruption
communication.”
of an international cable
Ahamad said there
link.”
was also a decline in sales,
However, another proas the outage resulted
vider, Digicel, revealed
in Linx machines being
more detailed informatemporarily shut down.
tion for what was an
Chattergoon said the
extensive and frustrated
outage must be a lesson
customer base.
for Trinidad and Tobago
According to Digicel
in making future plans
“a significant subsea
regarding connectivity
fibre break between
and digital transformaReval Chattergoon
Guadeloupe and Antigua”
tion.
affected some Digicel-Plus customers.
“There is a lesson to be learnt as to what
Chandrika Samaroo, Operations Director at is our back-up plan. The entire Arima which
Digicel, said: “To help maintain connectivity, is more or less IT-oriented was totally shut
Digicel re-routed service through an alternate down. Even payment by credit cards was in
path via the same upstream supplier through a total mess. Most people had to go back to
Curaçao.”
hand-written bills and cash payments only,”
However, Samaroo added on December 7 Chattergoon said. Internet banking was also
a major island-wide power outage occurred severely affected.
in Curaçao that disrupted the Digicel feed,
Chattergoon also noted that by late last
causing services in Trinidad and Tobago to be week members were still not yet up to speed
severely affected.
in conducting business following the return
The company took quick action to ensure of service.
its customers did not entirely lose service,
“It was very slow. We ought not to be in this
Samaroo said.
position. It is disheartening to know that in an
“Fortunately, this sequence of events did not instant all the communication to the outside
totally interrupt service since Digicel main- world, and even internally, went back to the
tains another layer of diversity in our network 1960s. There must be a backup plan because it
that supported a significant percentage of our is very embarrassing what we went through…
traffic. However, the outage did cause massive we were trying to reach our clients and suppliamounts of congestion on both our mobile and ers, and everything was in a total craze. A lot
fibre networks,” he said.
of people experienced great financial losses,”
According to Samaroo, Digicel has since Chattergoon said.
noted the emergence of “some of the vulnerabilities of the international networks that
support Trinidad and Tobago’s traffic across
all providers”. In response, the company said it
will be taking additional measures to deal with
what has new emerged as a national challenge,
he said.
The interruption also impacted service in
Barbados, Dominica, St Lucia, St Vincent, and
Grenada.
The outage affected the business community negatively in Trinidad and Tobago, with
reports last week indicating there were declines
in productivity, communications, and sales.
San Fernando – Businesses along the
President of Arima Business Association
normally
bustling High Street in San
Reval Chattergoon said a businesses should
Fernando remain subdued so far despite
now take action to ensure they are prepared
the oncoming Christmas festivity, a conseshould there be a recurrence.
quence of the pandemic affecting mobility
“Should something like this continue to
and the wallets of nationals, businessperhappen, I would implore to all my members,
sons in this southern city reported last
and to all of Trinidad to have a backup plan;
week.
one that is functional,” he said.
However, despite the empty street and a
Chattergoon said if the outage had gone on
noticeable absence of activity in its stores,
for a day there would have been severe losses.
Greater San Fernando Area Chamber of
He revealed payments at the gas pumps were
Commerce president Kiran Singh said busiimpacted, and the outage resulted in Linx
ness owners were optimistic sales would
machines temporarily going offline.
increase in the coming weeks.
On the other hand, First Citizens Bank said
According to Singh, Chamber members
it experienced limited disruptions and interreported a similar uptick following slow
mittent communications.
sales, with a small increase in retail business
“Our core services to customers did not,
activity just before the Diwali holiday.
however, suffer any major disruptions, and
“So we are hoping that this would conwe were able to continue to serve our customtinue
into Christmas,” he said.
ers. First Citizens has robust redundancy and
Singh
said following discussions with the
business continuity measures in place to deal

Market bustle: Shoppers at a market in east Trinidad getting ready for the
Christmas holidays last year; however, this year, the crowds are thinner.

2nd lockdown not an option – Deyalsingh
Port-of-Spain – Shutting down Trinidad
and Tobago again due to Covid-19 is not an
option being considered at this time, Health
Minister Terrence Deyalsingh said late last
week.
“It damages economic activity [with] loss of
jobs. That should not even be in the discussion.
The discussion has to be personal responsibility, heeding the public health advice, and we
are all our brother’s keeper.”

Anguish continues over missing persons
Port-of-Spain – The statement made by
Police Commissioner of Police Gary Griffith
that most reported missing persons had left on
their own and did not want to be found was an
ignorant one, Nia Naimool, sister
of missing Tacarigua hairdresser
Ashma Naimool, said last week.
Naimool took issue with
Griffith’s statement, which was
based on Trinidad and Tobago
Police Service statistics that
found 90 to 95 percent of persons reported missing had left
on their own, and did not want
to be found.
Said Naimool: “I think that is
the most ignorant statement that
can be made. When a statement
like that is made, saying that 90
Gary
to 95 percent of people don’t
want to be found, then that is alarming the
public at large. So, they are saying that only five
or ten percent of people are actually missing?

South feeling pandemic pinch

19

Deyalsingh said the healthcare system’s hospitals treating Covid-19 patients should not be
more than 20 percent filled.
“Either at the ambulatory level, the Intensive
Care Unit or the High-Dependency Unit. We
have maintained that brilliantly for the past
month and a half. We have been between 15 to
18 percent. So we could treat a lot more cases
without shutting down the country. And that
should be our goal as a country,” he said.

Trinidad and Tobago Police Service and San
Fernando municipal police, there has been
an increase in foot and mobile patrols along
High Street. The move would give business
owners and patrons a sense of security and
comfort to carry out their transactions, he
said.
Traffic congestion on High Street was
also addressed, with the authorities deciding to allow motorists free parking along
Harris Promenade and Penitence Street,
he said.
“San Fernando has been plagued by
traffic congestion and lack of parking
for many years. The Traffic Management
Committee… in conjunction with the
Chamber has made several changes to the
traffic flow and parking in San Fernando.
This began shortly before the Covid-19
lockdown and continues in the lead up to
this festive season,” Singh said.
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That is absolutely wrong. Some of these missing persons were murdered, or their remains
buried and are discovered after some time or
years. So that cannot be right,” she said.
Ashma Naimool, of Dinsley
Village in east Trinidad, went
missing on June 3, 2015.
According to reports, she left
home with a male companion,
and has not been seen since.
The male companion told
police that he last saw her at a
school in east Trinidad.
According toe Naimool,
back in 2015 the police did
not act quickly on missing persons reports, which could have
made the difference in her sister’s case.
Griffith
“My sister was a very docile
person. She could not function on her own;
she always needed someone. She would not
be someone who would run off and not want
anyone to find her. She was not just my sister;
she was my best friend. There was nothing we
would hide or keep from each other. She was
going to break off a relationship that day, and
she never returned. She told me a time she
would return, but she never did. And I knew
something was wrong,” she said.
Her sister's is one of the cases that is being
investigated by the TTPS’ Cold Case Unit.
“I wish police had acted almost immediately
when my sister went missing, and with other
people’s reports. That could have saved their
lives. That is a way to see if there are holes in
the stories from the person/people who were
last with them. That is the critical time to save
their lives and bring them home,” she said.
For Clarissa Jones, the mother of another
missing Chaguanas teacher Susan Maynard,
she is tortured by her daughter’s disappearance,
and knows that she wants to be found. Jones
also disagreed with Griffith’s statement.
“That is not true. My daughter was fighting depression and anxiety. So, it was not that
she walked out of her own free will; she had a
mental problem. She was tired of taking tablets,
and she had problems sleeping. My daughter
was highly-educated as a Spanish teacher, had
just come back from a course in Costa Rica. So,
I do not agree with that statement. Maybe some
of them, but not with my daughter at all. She is
out there still,” Jones said.
She added, “Every time they find a body
my heart just jumps. I am not the only person
who believes that she is out there’ or someone
has her.”
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Hindi Movie Review

Bandini mesmerises, but its narrative puzzles
By Filmi Geek
here is something peculiar about the orientation of
the moral compass of Bandini (1963), something in its
message that I cannot quite work out.
The self-sacrificing, self-effacing heroine, Kalyani (Nutan),
is in prison as the film opens, serving time for a murder.
Eventually, we learn Kalyani's story in flashback. She had fallen
in love with a freedom fighter, Bikaash (Ashok Kumar), who
promised to marry her but then disappeared. Later, Kalyani
learns that Bikaash is alive and married, to a vicious harridan
whom Kalyani, as a caregiver in the nursing home where the
woman resides, must serve despite her abuses. In a moment
of blinding rage – whether pure jealousy or a mad desire to
rescue her beloved Bikaash from the prison of this horrible
wife – Kalyani kills the woman with poison.
In that flashback, when Bikaash apparently abandons
Kalyani, we see her suffer the harsh opprobrium meted out by
villagers on a woman who is in any way disgraced. Kalyani is
blameless, but the shame of being jilted makes her a laughing
stock among the village women, who mock her openly.
Her disgrace is borne by her father as well, of course – the
men of the village harass and even physically threaten him.
And he turns on her, blaming
her as viciously as the villagers.
For the crime of being mistreated
by a man, Kalyani is scorned by
one and all, and run out of the
village on a rail. Shamed, abused,
and ridiculed, she flees to the city
where her path eventually crosses
that of Bikaash and his wife.
Bikaash’s betrayal of Kalyani
turns out to have been morally
justified – he did it to advance
the cause of Independence for
which his life is dedicated. The
murder that Kalyani commits, in
contrast, has little justification;
yet nearly everyone in the film
who learns of it is willing to
overlook and forgive it, out of
some belief that Kalyani is a
decent person at heart.
The prison doctor, Devendra
(Dharmendra, extremely
young and fresh-faced, yet already squarely masculine), loves
Kalyani, and wants to marry her, almost without regard to
her past; he shows little interest in even hearing her story.
The prison warden (Tarun Bose), Devendra’s friend, is so
moved by Kalyani’s story that he petitions for her early release
even though Kalyani, in full remorse over the crime she has
committed, does not want any such leniency. And the warden
pleads Kalyani's case to Devendra’s mother, who is initially
(and quite understandably) reluctant to see her son married to
a convicted murderer.
The result here is that to Kalyani’s village compatriots,
being abandoned by a lover is a dreadful crime for a woman
to commit, worthy of shaming and expulsion from the
community. But to the educated city folk who observe Kalyani
in prison, even an impassioned, vicious act of murder is
forgivable.
I do not know what to make of this. Is the film pitting the
small-minded judgment of conservative village folks against
modern, cosmopolitan mercy? If the film is commenting on
the leniency afforded to a pretty young woman of poise and
breeding, it is not a cynical commentary; Kalyani is presented
in complete sympathy, and we are clearly supposed to agree
with the assessment of those who believe her self-effacing years
in prison are ample punishment for her crime.
Not much of a thought is spared for the victim, Bikaash’s
horrid, shrewish wife. If anything, the murder is expedient for
the ending; it disposes of Bikaash’s wife so that Kalyani’s true
and noble love for her true and noble freedom
fighter can prevail.
Notwithstanding the puzzling message of
the narrative, Bandini is visually mesmerising, a
magically beautiful movie to watch. Every shot
is artfully constructed, lit as dramatically as a
painting.
In my favourite sequence, Devendra leaves the
prison after one of his tender encounters with
Kalyani. She drifts toward the high prison wall as
his tonga starts away on the other side, and for a
moment the two of them are there, under the same
sky but separated by this wall, a palpable symbol
of what connects them, and the great distance
between them.
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Pensive & lovely songs from Bandini
Click on link to play
Ab Ke Baras Bhejo Bhaiya Ko Baabul
Asha Bhosle
Do Nainan Ke Milan Ko, O Panchhi Pyare
Mukesh
Jogi Jabse Tu Aaya Mere Dvare
Lata Mangeshkar
O Re Maajhi, Mere Saajan Hain Us Paar
Sachin Dev Burman
Mat Ro Mata Lal Tere Bahutere
Lata Mangeshkar
Moraa goraa Ang Lai Le
Lata Mangeshkar

Nutan as Kalyani behind prison bars
The songs of Bandini are pensive and lovely. Strikingly,
Kalyani is not given a song in the first half of the film. I
suppose her misery and remorse are too great to permit even
a mournful musical lament. The result is some very interesting
songs picturised on other prisoners, who do sing, hopeful
tunes of the expectation of better times to come, or laments of
family members lost to time and distance.
These songs show (with some romanticising) the sadness
and drudgery of life in a prison. In ‘O panchhi pyare’, women
do their chores, pounding spices and grinding grain in a
rhythm that makes the work and the time go a little more
smoothly, until a guard comes and chastises them for showing
signs of good cheer.
Another of the film's superb songs is the gorgeous ‘Mat ro
maata lal tere’, a stirring patriotic martyr’s song, proudly sung
by a freedom fighter on his slow final procession toward the
gallows.
These songs add a richer and more expansive texture to the
movie than one sometimes sees in movies of the era. There is
more going on here than an ingenue frolicking in a meadow,
or a pair of lovers running around trees.
Bandini is a story of one woman’s downfall, bondage, and
redemption, but it acknowledges a broader world in which that
story is embedded.
‘O panchhi pyare’: The women in prison pounding
spices and grinding grains in a rhythm.

Cinemas, filmmakers
anxious over hybrid
move by Warner Bros

T

he announcement by Hollywood studio Warner
Bros of a unique, hybrid distribution model
for its 2021 movie releases has caused much
anxiety among filmmakers and cinema owners in India
and across the globe. The move will hit cinema screens
the same day as their premiere on the company’s video
streaming platform HBO Max, and could prove to be a
game-changer for industry.
Experts in the field say it could relegate theatricals to a
secondary viewing medium, and make recovery from the
Covid-19 pandemic impossible.
The move, announced on December 3, has been termed
by Warner as “a consumer-focused distribution model...
created as a strategic response to the impact of the ongoing
global pandemic, particularly in the US”. As cinemas
struggle to restart operations despite reopening permits in
many parts of the world — if they haven’t have shut shop
completely, several media and entertainment industry
experts say the Warner move, sounds the death knell of the
theatre business, in many ways.
“It’s the beginning of the end of movie theatres, as
we know it in the motion picture value chain. Theatres
are being moved from the centre to some niche corner.
They will exist, but not be the centre anymore, OTT
will acquire that place,” independent exhibitor Vishek
Chauhan said.
With Warner setting the trend for a simultaneous
theatrical and digital release as soon as this Christmas for
its superhero sequel Wonder Woman 1984 (announced
earlier), anxiety bells have been ringing in Indian film
industry corridors for a while now. In the case of Wonder
Woman, releasing on OTT too, Warner will give a higher
share of the revenue to theatres, trade analysts point out.
While this ensures more content available to cinemas,
it may not make up for the loss of reputation as the
premiere platform for movies.
In fact, Indian multiplex owners have remained
adamant on exclusive theatrical windows, and not
premiering movies that have either had an OTT (overthe-top streaming platform) release, or would seek one
on the same day.
“The national chains are clear they will not be treated
as second fiddle to the streaming platforms, and that they
are the premier platform for movie release in the country.
Accepting an OTT release is akin to shutting their own
shop. What will the difference between the two screens
be if they agree to this,” a film industry executive queried.
Spokespersons of theatre chains and film production
houses like PVR Cinemas, Viacom18 Media Pvt Ltd,
and Sony Pictures Entertainment Films India declined
to comment. Yash Raj Films, Dharma Productions, and
Carnival Cinemas did not respond to enquiries.
“Let’s face the fact that more people watch films
outside theatres, be it at home, on TV, or on mobile, and
the desire to watch it is highest in the initial weekends.
You can’t force them to go to cinemas, but if you don’t
want to encourage piracy, you need to give them access to
content,” Chauhan pointed out.
However, others are more optimistic.
“I think it’s a sensible 2021 strategy; exhibitors need
top-quality blockbuster content to draw audiences back
to the theatre experience. The concurrent streaming
mitigates risk and helps in revenue recovery for the
studios,” said Sameer Nair, media veteran and chief
executive of Aditya Birla-owned content studio Applause
Entertainment.
He added: “And I believe by 2022, with widespread
vaccination in place, we will rebound to our ‘outdoor and
travel’ lives with a vengeance.”
Shibasish Sarkar, group chief executive officer,
Reliance Entertainment called it an interesting
development.
“First and foremost the Studio has shown conviction
and confidence of releasing all its films on due date
as also on the big screen. It will be interesting to see
how chains react, and how their commercial terms are
reworked and restructured with the Studio. But it’s a
dynamic time... I am sure both sides will find out an
equation to ultimately bring the stories on big screens for
audiences,” Sarkar said.
However, Rohit Jain, managing director for Lionsgate
south Asia and networks-south east Asia, said the trend
of films going directly to digital platforms is an entirely
short-term phenomenon.
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Essex brought out the best bowling, batting in Boyce

By Romeo Kaseram
eith David Boyce was born in
Castle, in the parish of St Peter,
in Barbados on October 11, 1943.
He studied at Coleridge & Parry School,
north of the capital city of Bridgetown,
and it was during these early years when
his physical prowess and athleticism
began emerging, noticeable enough later
where Wisden, in selecting him as one of
its two Wisden Cricketers of the Year in
1974, notes that he had “all the exuberant
skills of his race”; that “[graced] with a
lithe athletic frame, his every movement
suggests physical power to spare”.
Of course, narratives as these, among
other things, that Other the body of the
formerly colonised, normalised then
as casual commentary within Empire
textuality, are today filtered through
contextual, historical lens, and noted to be
unconscious, contemporary worldviews
during that time.
However, despite such hierarchical, racialised categorisation,
Wisden records for us that the young Boyce, while exhibiting
competing affinities for both cricket and soccer, chose the
former following a decisive game as a goalkeeper during
a match between Barbados and the visiting English team,
Chelsea; that his performance between the goalposts
persuaded him he should stick with cricket.
With his decision made to seek out higher goals, Boyce
began focusing on both attacking and defending the stumps,
concentrating on his leg break bowling, and on keeping
the ball close to the bat and pad as a supportive, defensive
batsman.
But even as he thrived in the shadows, an emergent allrounder thoroughly capable of spin and defensive play, the
young, talented Boyce could not help but excel. Adds Wisden:
“Soon the young Boyce was displaying above average ability
on an island where playing standards are as high as any in
the world… For Empire, one of the island's strongest clubs,
he played alongside Everton Weekes – his hero until he
unashamedly switched to [Garry] Sobers – Seymour Nurse
and Charlie Griffith.”
Boyce moved quickly up the ranks, with the “next rung on
the ladder of promotion”, as Wisden notes, being the Barbados
B team. However, it adds he was still attending Coleridge &
Parry, where he remained until he was 18, “when a significant
change was made in his methods”.
According to Wisden, reporting on what Boyce said, “The
groundsman Orman Best, supported by the games master
Ernest Rochford, persuaded him to move from defence to
offence.” It adds, “Boyce acknowledges a debt to both, and Mr
Best, in particular, gave him every help and encouragement.
Oddly in the nets Boyce bowled fast and became a spinner
only in the middle. He began to enjoy the thrill of driving in
front of the wicket, and of letting his magnificent frame let rip
with fast bowling.”
Writing in the website Cricket Country, Suvajit Mustafi tells
us Boyce made his first-class debut in February, 1965, against
the English touring team, the International Cavaliers, picking
up the wickets of Allan Knott and Peter Richardson; he also
scored “a breezy” 55 off the bowling attack that included Roy
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Keith Boyce in action as
he delivers the ball to the
stumps and the boundary
Marshall and Trevor Bailey. It was Boyce’s good timing with
the ball, bat, and Fate, that Bailey, then secretary of Essex,
noted his performances.
As Wisden records, Boyce’s “fairy godmother” continued
to have impeccable timing, adding, “it was providential for
him that the [Cavaliers’ fixture] took place some days before
the first Test of the West Indies-Australia series of [1965]. As
a result, the fast bowlers Wes Hall and [Charlie] Griffith were
ordered to Jamaica… several days before they had anticipated
they would be required to leave”.
Wisden adds, “Their absence meant Boyce had to be used
as a fast bowler, a fact which surprised him when he was told
in the dressing room. Bailey was so taken with Boyce that he
contacted him at the first interval and signed him as a fast
bowler without seeing him hold a bat. Imagine Bailey’s feelings
when Boyce scored 55 in his only innings in the game!” Boyce
was 21 years old at the time.
As Wisden narrates, Boyce made the trip to England in
1965, where he spent the next two years qualifying for the
Essex team. There he was taught the “forward defensive
stroke as a concession to English conditions”, Wisden notes;
additionally, “Unless he did so, he was told, he might as well
catch the first banana boat back to Barbados.”
For Boyce, England was a breath of fresh air, to be receiving
coaching lessons for the first time in his life, Wisden writes.
However, while the sessions were a breath of fresh air, it was
also too cool for a player seasoned in the tropics, with Mike
Selvey writing decades later in Wisden Cricketers’ Alamnack
that Boyce spent much of the “two-year qualification encased
in an army greatcoat which, with the collar turned up, reached
from his boots to beyond the top of his head”!
Essex brought out the best in Boyce, who loved the team
as much as it “reciprocated the affection”, Selvey says. He
adds, “He bowled fast with undimmed enthusiasm from the
day he started to the day he finished. That half-an-hour of
batting could change a game: an hour could win it. In a nice
juxtaposition, he joined [Keith] Fletcher as one of Wisden’s
Cricketers of the Year in 1974, after taking 19 wickets in three
matches against England the previous summer. By that time,
he had long since established himself as an enforcer for Essex,

GCB moving game ahead after tough 2020

T

he Guyana Cricket Board remains committed to
moving the game forward with a slow but steady
restart, even as a difficult 2020 ends and Covid-19
measures continue to restrict a full return to the field.
As the Guyana Times reported earlier this month, the GCB,
led by its Secretary Anand Sanasie, has been keeping activity
going via virtual training programs so players do not lose form.
However, as Sanasie said, virtual preparation does not even
come close to on-field action.
It has not been a good year for international sports in what
has been a depressing pandemic, and like all other games,
Guyana cricket has also been affected by draconian Covid19 restrictions imposed nationwide. However, despite the
constraints, the GCB kept going forward, Sanasie said.
“Covid-19 has affected almost everything throughout
the world, [including] Guyana, and Cricket West Indies has
been no exception. However, I should say where our actual
tournaments are concerned, the only tournament we were not
able to run off this year was the Boys’ U-19 three days and
50-over version,” Sanasie said.
He added some of the most adverse effects of the pandemic
on local cricket were losses in revenue from regional
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ahead of his time maybe.”
However, Boyce was still playing in a time
shadowed by its darkened past; a time when, as
Wisden’s 1974 textuality reveals, it was normal
to assess the racialised body, note its physical
contours as contributory to exotic prowess and
power, and to casually deploy co-locational
referencing of a Caribbean cricketer’s origins to
“banana boats” plying out of the periphery in
Barbados.
It means Boyce’s tenure at Essex was not
without its dark moments, when the gentleman’s
game did not live up to the loftier expectation
that cricket, and cricketers, meet on a level
playing field.
Reporting in Boyce’s obituary in the
Independent, Derek Hodgson plays a defensive
stroke, prodding an incident that occurred at
the wicket into the covers, telling us minus the
details there was an “occasion when Boyce was
batting and Richard Hutton, renowned for a
savagely sarcastic sense of humour, was in the
Yorkshire slips”, and “a remark was passed”.
Hodgson adds: “David Bairstow recalled: ‘I don't know
whether Dick was talking about Boycey, West Indians in
general or even Chelmsford fish and chips, but Boycey was so
mad he carried a picture of Dick around in his top pocket for
two years’.”
Wikipedia tells us Boyce was the first player to take
eight wickets in a List A match, with 8-26 for Essex against
Lancashire in 1971; no other player dismissed eight batsmen in
a one-day innings until Kent’s Derek Underwood claimed 8-31
against Scotland 16 years later, it adds. Altogether, he played 21
Test matches for the West Indies, scoring 657 runs for 27.33,
with a best of 95 not out. He toured England with West Indies
in 1973 and 1975, and took 19 wickets for an average of 15
in the three Tests in 1973. He played in the Prudential World
Cup in 1975, giving the West Indies team a decisive edge over
Australia, Hodgson reports. He scored close to 9,000 runs, and
took 852 wickets, for an average of 25, for Essex.
Boyce was nicknamed ‘Stingray’ among his peers, the name
derived not from the graceful sea creature packing a deadly
sting in it tail, but a more enigmatic metaphor taken from a
science fiction, futuristic television puppet show for children
that aired during the 1960s.
As Wisden writes, Boycwe was “forced out of the game
he worshipped by a knee condition that left this marvellous,
natural athlete hobbling arthritically for the rest of his life”.
He died, tragically, a victim of alcoholism, on October 11,
1996, while waiting for medication at a pharmacy in Barbados,
becoming as Mustafi reports, the only international cricketer
to die on a birthday.
Sources: Cricket Country: https://www.cricketcountry.com/
articles/keith-boyce-14-facts-about-the-exceptional-westindian-all-rounder-509105;
Independent: https://www.independent.co.uk/news/people/
obituary-keith-boyce-1359603.html;
ESPNcricinfo: https://www.espncricinfo.com/wisdenalmanack/
content/story/154513.html;
https://www.espncricinfo.com/westindies/content/
player/51229.html;
Wikipedia: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Keith_Boyce.

and international tournaments, and the curbs placed on
training programmes. There were also forced administrative
restructuring due to decreased revenue flow, with the GCB
reducing staff to alleviate the pressure of cutting salaries.
Sanasie also said the players were affected financially.
“One of the effects too is not being able to have
re-contracted the customary academy players... And the actual
contract players had to take a cut in their salaries,” he said.
While expressing concern about the financial health of both
the administration and players, Sanasie also wondered about
the physical fitness of some players. However, he was confident
that the players would soon return to peak physical health.
Said Sanasie: “What I’ve noticed is that the physical fitness
of the players has not been up to par, and this may very well
not have been under the supervision of the coaching and the
strength and conditioning. Luckily, we have restarted training
at the [La Bonne Intention], so physical training is ongoing,
they’re currently using the indoor facility and the outfield.”
He added, “The players are professional athletes. They are
coming up to par very fast. The coaches are now running some
tests to ascertain the level of fitness, and then they would have
a short time to get back up to where they should be.”
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West Indies-Australia mark 60th year of famous ‘Tied Test’
‘One of the greatest matches ever played’

C

Close reading of an iconic photograph

W

ine photo
Dhanpaul Nar

ricket Australia and the Cricket West Indies last week marked the 60th
riting in the Trinidad Express last week, sports writer Garth Wattley
anniversary of the ‘Tied Test’ at the Gabba, holding an international
traced the anatomy of the final moments of that famous Test match
video conference that featured Alan Davidson, Neil Harvey, Lance
with a close reading of the iconic photograph that captured the
Gibbs, and Peter Lashley. The participants were all players in one of cricket’s
breathless seconds following Joe Solomon’s fateful throw at the wicket.
most celebrated matches in history, the Trinidad Express has reported.
Wattley writes:
Earl Eddings, Chair of Cricket Australia, paid tribute to the participants in
“The batsman at the top end is Ian Meckiff, Australia’s No. 10, bat outstretched
what remains etched in cricket history as the famous Brisbane Test of 1960as he lunges for the crease. But one can also see the broken stumps, partially
1961, and which led to formation of the enduring bond between the two
obscured by a fielder leaping into the air, hands aloft. He’s looking in the direction of
cricketing sides.
square-leg, perhaps from where Joe Solomon is running.
Said Eddings: “The first Tied Test, which began 60 years ago… at the
“Solomon is the man of the moment. Lindsey Kline, the batsman at the bottom
Gabba, will forever be regarded as one of the greatest matches ever
of the picture, had played the ball off his legs and had set off for what seemed
played. When Joe Solomon ran out Ian Meckiff for the final wicket, the
Australia’s 233rd and winning run. But for the second time that afternoon,
cricketing world stood captivated and a famous rivalry was born.”
Solomon’s arm proved too strong and accurate. With only one stump to
He added, “There were heroes on both sides. For the West
aim at, he hits the bullseye.
Indies, Sir Garfield Sobers hit a sublime first innings
“Benaud’s team had needed just six runs off the last over, which in
century. Sir Frank Worrell struck half-centuries
those days in Australia, was all of eight balls long.
in both innings, and Wes Hall claimed nine
The Aussies also had the ‘comfort’ of having
wickets for the match. For the Australians,
three wickets left when the over started. It was
Norm O’Neill starred with 181 first innings, and
bowled by one Wesley Winfield Hall, now Sir
Alan Davidson, in one of the great all-round
Wes, whose image was recently immortalised
performances, took 11 wickets for the match, and
as a statue at Kensington Oval along with Sir
top-scored with 80 in the second innings.”
Garfield Sobers, who was also a key player in
Now famously referenced as the “Tied Test”, it
this match.
is regarded as a seminal sporting moment in the
“Hall is standing with his arms in the air, to
Caribbean and Australia, and is recalled for its
the left of the picture. He had been given the task
tremendous skill, fierce determination, and a spirit
of saving a match the West Indies had seemed on
of friendship that endures to this day, the Trinidad
course to win earlier in the day when he had taken
Express noted.
four wickets to reduce the Aussies to 92 for six.
As Eddings declared, “It took 83 years for
“But this is cricket and this is Australia. The
Test cricket to produce its first ever tie. It will be
game is not over until the last ball. And through allremembered for eternity.”
rounder Allan Davidson – already with 11 wickets
CWI President Ricky Skerritt said matches between
in the match – and skipper Benaud, the home team
the two cricket nations have always been keenly
clawed their way back. The pair put on 134 together,
contested, and the mutual respect and rivalry endure in
but when he had reached 80, Davidson became
the pursuit for the Sir Frank Worrell Trophy. He added
Solomon’s first run out victim.
the West Indies looked forward to hosting the Aussies in
“Davidson would later say that had he been Usain
2021.
Bolt, he would not have beaten Joe’s 25-yard throw.
Said Skerritt: “Remembering the first ever tied Test
Davidson departed just before the last over began.
match from 60 years ago is a celebration of the greatness
“The pressure was on Hall to make sure the home
of Test cricket. It also reminds us that astute leadership, Joe Solomon holding his framed copy of cricketing history; below, team did not complete their comeback. He took a
(l-r) Frank Worrell, Lance Gibbs, & Garry Sobers
teamwork, and a never-say-die attitude are the same
couple chances.Warned against bowling bouncers
key qualities still required for Test match success
by skipper Worrell, Hall, maybe overcome by the
today.”
tension and excitement of the time, left fly with two.
West Indies Squad: Sir Frank Worrell (captain),
The first one got the wicket of Benaud. The second
Sir Conrad Hunte, Cammie Smith, Rohan Kanhai,
should also have taken care of Grout. But Wes
Sir Garfield Sobers, Joe Solomon, Peter Lashley,
managed to turn from his follow through, and sprint
Gerry Alexander, Sir Wes Hall, Sonny Ramadhin, Alf
to square-leg to drop a catch that would have been a
Valentine, Lance Gibbs, Chester Watson, Seymour
sitter for either Rohan Kanhai or wicketkeeper Jerry
Nurse, Jackie Hendricks, Tom Dewdney.
Alexander.
Australian Team: Richie Benaud (captain), Colin
“That drop could have cost the game. But Conrad
McDonald, Bobby Simpson, Neil Harvey, Norman
Hunte then ran out Grout with the scores tied and
O'Neill, Les Favell, Ken MacKay, Alan Davidson,
then off the penultimate ball of the match, Solomon
Wally Grout, Ian Meckiff, Lindsay Kline.
cleaned up Meckiff.”

‘I practiced pelting mangoes in Guyana’

I

ndo-Caribbean World’s New York correspondent, Dhanpaul Narine, spoke with Joe Solomon
following his 90th birthday in August this year. In the wide-ranging interview, Solomon
recalled the frenetic moments leading up to the ball richocheting off Australian stumps, the
sound of leather on wood that was heard around the world.
As Narine wrote in Indo-Caribbean World on September 16:
“The Test enters the last day and Australia need 233 runs to
win. Many think it would be a walk in the park for the Aussies.
They have the batting power to make the runs. But they have
lost some quick wickets, and the excitement is now fever pitch.
Frank Worrell, like a commander, marshals his players and tells
them to focus.
“Joe Solomon is fielding at midwicket. He sees the ball
coming to him. He grabs it and throws it to run out Alan
Davidson. But it is not over. Australia needs the remaining
runs and has three wickets to get them. But there are only six
minutes remaining. Worrell calls up Wesley Hall. He is given
the ball to bowl the final over. Hall marks his run-up, tucks his
shirt in his pants and runs in to bowl.
“Each delivery creates its own drama. Conrad Hunte runs
out Wally Grout. Hall bowls again and Kanhai sees the ball over
him. He runs to take a comfortable catch, but Hall bumps into
him and the catch is spilled. Both players cannot believe what
happened. The scores are level. There is one ball remaining with
one wicket to fall. The 4,000 spectators and those watching at
home are riveted to the action.
“Worrell calmly walks over to Hall. He pats him on the
back and says, ‘If you bowl a no ball, you cannot go back to
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Barbados!’ Hall nods, goes to his mark, and runs in to bowl.
He keeps thinking that he should keep it straight and he should
not overstep the line. He is at full throttle and delivers the final
ball. Meckiff touches the ball and runs. He completes a single,
and turns for the second, and an Australian victory. But there is
Solomon again. He swoops on the ball. What is he thinking?
“‘I am side-on and have only one stump to aim at. I ran out
Alan Davidson minutes earlier but this was different. If I miss
they will win. The Test Match rests on my throw. I practiced
pelting mangoes in Guyana. I was feeling pretty confident. I
grabbed the ball, looked at the stumps and in one motion I
threw down the stumps. Meckiff was run out.’
“It was the first tie in Test cricket. Pandemonium took over
the field, and the rest of Australia.
“Solomon says, ‘Rohan Kanhai and Garry Sobers jumped in
the air. Wes Hall stood with his shirtsleeves flapping and shook
his head in disbelief. Some players, including Frank Worrell,
thought we had won. But it was a tie. Frank Worrell and Richie
Benaud left the field with their arms around each other. The
fans went wild and the press were all over us. Don Bradman
was all smiles. He asked for excitement, but not even he could
have predicted this result.’”

The Iconic Photograph

P

hotographer Ron Lovitt pressed the shutter as Ian
Meckiff was run out by an amazing throw from
the West Indies fieldsman Joe Solomon (left of
picture)... He had a lot on his mind. Earlier, he had taken
his full quota of pictures for the day, using up his entire
two magazines before the last over began.
He had one remaining dark slide left, a negative holder
that held just two negatives with one on each side of the
holder; however, he had used one earlier... but which one
did he use to take the Governor’s picture?
Worried about the double-exposure, Lovitt pressed the
shutter as Ian Meckiff was putting his bat down, clearly
run out by Solomon’s nerves-of-steel accuracy...
Go to the link
Behind the Lens: The Famous ‘Tied Test’ Photo
https://www.australianphotography.com/phototips/behind-the-lens-the-famous-tied-test-photo
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Stanley District is bringing
a new level of luxury and
panache to Niagara’s
evolving landscape. Close
to all the cultural offerings
and amenities of this vibrant
area, The Stanley District
is securely entrenched
within one of the city’s most
desirable communities.

NUVO Condos
Oakville, ON

Omnis Insurance

& Investment Solutions Inc.

FOR ALL YOUR
INSURANCE NEEDS
• LIFE • MORTGAGE
• DISABILITY
• TRAVEL • VISITOR
• CRITICAL ILLNESS
• SUPER VISA
• RESP & RRSP
• INVESTMENT

Daystrom

Coming Soon
Toronto!

If you fail to plan, then
you’re planning to fail.

Abdool Saheed
Financial Advisor

Cell: 416-731-7527
24

Abdool Saheed
Broker of Record/Owner
416-731-7527

Shawn Ambedkar
Sales Representative

Nelly Fahel
Office Administrator
416-241-3337

Bibi Kayune
Sales Representative

437-235-7599

416-241-3337

The Dylan Condominiums

North York, ON

Location! 100% renovated
New: potlights, custom
kitchen w/quartz countertop & crown moulding, S/S
appls, windows & doors,
plumbing & electrical, oak
stairs, jewel stone front
porch, roof & gutter. Sep
ent to 3-bdrm bsmt w/
kitchen, 2 sep laundry rms,
3 bdrms in upper flr. A
landlord's dream.
A must see!

SOLD FOR $160K
OVER ASKING!

647-297-8222

Oak St., Toronto

Introducing The Dylan, a brandnew mid-rise condominium
coming to St Lawrence Ave W &
Dufferin St in North York! This
exciting new address will provide
its future residents with highly
sought after conveniences being
just a 3 minute walk from Glencairn Station and moments from
the upcoming Eglinton Crosstown
LRT, University of Toronto, York
University, Yorkdale Mall, Downtown Toronto, TTC Transit, Major
Highways, Downsview Park and
so much more!

NUVO is new exciting
architecture, brightly
designed floor plans, and
a new level of luxury condominium living in Upper
Glen Abbey, West Oakville.
Nestled amongst trails and
creeks, here you’ll enjoy resort style living, mins from
fantastic shops and restaurants, close to schools,
parks, and all amenities.
Starting from Low $400 K.

Rahul Khanna
Sales Representative

FOR
SALE
$729,000

Great Opportunity to
Own A Newly Renovated
Open Concept End Unit
Townhome in Prime Location Close to Everything!!
Second Floor Loaded
With 9 Ft Ceilings, Large
Breakfast/Dining Area
with Large Sun Filled
Windows! Close to TTC,
Up Express ,401, and
Schools!

$949,000

A Beautiful Open Concept Renovation - 3 bedroom, 4
washrooms, Detached Home in York. Huge Backyard.
Conveniently Located Within Walking Distance To
amenities and schools. Extremely Close Proximity to
Public Transit! A Great Place to Call Home.

TAB

ACCOUNTING
& FINANCIAL
SERVICES INC.

647-852-7243
MORTGAGE

1st, 2nd, & Refinance

PROPOSAL/
BANKRUPTCY

Make One Small Monthly
Payment For All Your Debts

To All Our Clients &
Friends – We Send You Our
Best Wishes for the Season,
& May You Have a Peaceful &
Prosperous Year Ahead.
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INCOME TAX SERVICES
Personal • Business
Business Registration
HST • Payroll • WSIB

Abdool Saheed
C: 416-731-7527

Jason Saheed
C: 647-293-8397

